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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
For some time methods of teaching spelling have been 
under close scrutiny on a countrywide basis. "How is 
spelling taught?tt and "How can we teach children to spell 
better?tr are questions frequently asked by the lay public. 
While the writers are convinced that, generally 
speaking, a better job is being done in the teaching of 
spelling than has ever been done in the past, a study of 
the recent literature of spelling itself reveals the fact 
that many language arts specialists are still searching 
for successful methods. 
In an attempt to contribute in small part to the 
research in method, the writers have asked themselves 
serious questions concerning the purpose of teaching 
spelling and the larger objectives to be kept in mind in 
teaching children how to spell. 
l Hildreth states that the purpose of teaching 
spelling is to enable pupils to write the words they need 
now and will write later in life. 
1Gertrude Hildreth, 11 New Light on the Spelling Problem," 
Elementary English, 25:201-207, April, 1948. 
2 
1 
Meno maintains that, "Learning to spell is rooted in 
purpose and is a result or a need to use words in written 
communication." 2 On the other hand, Dawson contends that, 
"When spelling is properly taught, it has other objectives 
than the mastery or abasic list or words, the mastery or 
other much-needed words, and the mastery of all words used 
in subsequent writing." She states the larger objectives 
as follows: 
Spelling should help the child to: 
1. get meaning and use words 
discriminately. 
2. acquire an efrective method 
of .study that will help him 
in independent attack upon 
troublesome words. 
3. develop both a spelling con-
sciousness and a spelling 
conscience. 4. increase his self-dependence 
in noting and mastering de-
mons, in proof-reading, and 
in using the dictionary to 
check guesses. 
With these larger objectives in mind, and because of 
the need not only for further research in method, but also 
1 Lionel Meno, "Purposerul Spelling, "Elementary School 
Journal, 45: 341-345, February, 1955. 
2Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Langua~e in the Grades, 
(New York: World Book Company, 19 1) pp. 234-235. 
ror better knowledge, more accurate interpretation, and 
more intelligent application or existing research, the 
seven persons involved in this study have attempted to 
develop a speciric method ror the teaching or spelling • 
3 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Need for Research in Method 
1 II Writing in 1944, Ernest Horn says, There is no other 
subject in the curriculum for which the evidence needed to 
plan and guide instruction is so nearly adequate as in the 
case of spelling." Six years later in 19.50, though his 
general feeling towards spelling remains unchanged, Horn2 
recognizes the need for further intensive research when he 
writes: 
Perhaps the most needed type of research 
(in spelling) is the investigation of relative 
effectiveness of different complete patterns of 
instruction, each designed in the light of the 
best available evidence and consistently adhered 
to and tested in a typical school system over a 
period of several years. 
Horn3 divides the spelling problems related to method 
into three large groups: 
1Ernest Horn, "Research in Spelling,n Elementary English 
Review, 21: 6-13, January, 1944. 
2Ernest Horn, "Spelling," Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research, Edited by Walter s. Monroe, (New York: 
Macmillan Company, 19.50) p. 1260. 
3Ibid., p. 12.54. 
1. Those pertaining to the degree and 
manner in which incidental learning 
is utilized. 
2. Those dealing with general teaching 
procedures. 
3. Those pertaining to erriciency or 
methods or study in learning to spell. 
5 
Horn1 claims that more complete evidence is needed in 
many aspects or learning such as motivation, recall, over-
0 
learning, provision ror individual dirrerences, the ractors 
that determine spelling ability, diagnostic and remedial 
procedures, and the relationship between instruction in 
spelling and that in other curricular areas. 
Furthermore, Horn2 maintains, 11 The investigation or 
these problems should be highly proritable, not only 
because or the contributions made to spelling itselr, but 
also because or the light which should be thrown on similar 
problems in learning in other rields • II 
In attacking the problem, Burrows3 states that, 11 What 
to teach and how to teach it remain the central problems 
whenever spelling is under consideration. tt 
1
rbid., P. 1260. 
2 Loc. cit. 
3Alvina Treut Burrows, Teaching in the Middle Grades, 
(Boston: D. C. Heath Company, 19S2) p. 219. 
6 
Despite much research and writing in the area o~ 
1 
spelling, Fitzgerald claims that the results in teaching 
the subject have not been highly satis~actory. He lists 
as reasons ~or poor spelling, the presentation o~ the 
wrong words, the use o~ poor methods, and the lack o~ 
integration o~ spelling into li~e activities. . 2 Fitzgerald 
says that, "Although the classroom teacher cannot neces-
sarily solve the course o~ study problems, she can 
certainly work on her own problems o~ method." 
Sister M. Roberta Wol~~~ 0. s. F., 3 maintains that, 
"Success in spelling depends greatly on the employment o~ 
correct and pertinent teaching procedures," while Shane4 
points up the need ~or ~urther research in method when he 
states " •.• there is a lively controversy between the pro-
ponents of functional and ~ormal spelling instruction." 
1 James A. Fitzgerald, Teachin~ o~ Spelling, (Milwaukee: 
Bruce Publishing Company, 19 1) p. 41. 
2 . Ibid., p. 3. 
3sister M. Roberta Wolf'~, o. s. F., "A Study o~ Spelling 
Errors with Implications Concerning Pertinent Teaching 
Methods," Elementary School Journal, 52: 458-466, 
April, 1952. 
4Harold G. Shane, "Teaching the Language Arts," N. E. A. 
Journal, 44: 402-404, October, 1955. 
7 
He avers that the actual issue is not " ••• whether to teach 
spelling, but the degree to which spelling instruction 
should be structured.u 
Tidyman and Butterfield1 are in accord with Shane. 
They state that, 11 It is generally agreed that the achieve-
ment of a desired competency requires that special atten-
tion be given to spelling in some definite, systematic 
manner. 11 
McKee2 further substantiates this view, for he 
attributes mediocre results in spe+ling to the lack of 
an effective method of study. 
From the evidence recorded in the previous paragraphs, 
then, it would seem to the writers that further research 
in method of teaching spelling is completely justified. 
lwillard F. Tidyman 
the Languafe Arts, 
1951) p. 3 3. 
and Marguerite Butterfield, Teaching 
(New York! McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., 
2Paul McKee, nTeaching Language in the Elementary School," 
Forty-Third Yearbook of the National Societ for the Stud 
of Education, Par II, Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1944) p. 159. 
8 
Incidental Spelling or Programmed Spelling 
The problem of whether to teach spelling according to 
a specifically prepared program of learning or to let it 
enter in incidentally as seems fit during the course of a 
learning day has been a question of major proportions. 
Fitzgerald1 tells us that· incidental learning has been 
a subject for controversy in spelling for over fifty years. 
Linehan2 concludes as a result of her study of research in 
spelling method, that incidental learning of spelling does 
take place. Strickland3 reminds us that nchildren learn 
many words at home, on the streets, in stores, from sign-
boards, comics, newspaper headlines, or storybooks read at 
home, in school, or in the library. 11 Tidyman and Butter-
field4 believe that the entirely incidental handling of 
spelling would not be defended or used except by an uncom-
promising idealist. They state that, 
1Fitzgerald, ££• cit., p. 25. 
2Eleanor B. Linehan, "Summary of Research in Spelling 
Methods," (Unpublished Service Paper, Boston University 
School of Education, 1946) p. 62. 
3Ruth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary 
School, (Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1951) p. 212. 
4Tidyman and Butterfield, ££• cit., p. 343. 
Between the extremely incidental, casual 
handling of spelling and the formal program lies 
one program which combines features of the 
incidental and the formal for which a reasonable 
case may be made. Spelling in this intermediate 
program is largely taught in connection with 
functional activities; and the work is largely 
individualized; but a special time is set aside 
for word study beginning in the middle grades, 
and a minimum basic list of useful words is set 
up for the class. This program which may be 
designated as a functional-individualized 
program, is consistent with the functional point 
of view in language. 
9 
Tidyman and Butterfield1 insert this word of caution, 
"The functional approach requires a maturity of teaching 
ability which many teachers do not possess." 
Lee and Lee2 contend that, 
The outstanding difficulty (of selecting 
words from the child's own misspelled words) 
is that most teachers have no criteria for 
selecting the words to stress. They feel that 
all misspelled words should be studied. The 
result is that children are supposed to master 
many words which they may never use in writing 
again, at least are unlikely to use outside of 
the schoolroom. 
Fitzgerald3 refers to Wallen and Winch, who found that 
the direct systematic plan of instruction in spelling was 
more effective than incidental learning of the subject. 
In citing this reference he gives this opinion: 
1Loc. cit. 
-- --
2J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and His 
Curriculum, (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
1940) p. 386. . 
3Fitzgerald, op. cit •• o. 27. 
Because the normal child learns spelling 
incidentally from the beginning of the first grade 
through the elementary school and on into life, 
such learning should be recognized in the teaching 
of spelling. It seems clear that the child will 
learn much incidentally, but that his proficiency 
in writing will be improved if he is taught an 
effective method for the mastery of a properly 
selected basic core vocabulary. 
"No teacher can afford to relegate the mastery of 
10 
spelling solely to incidental learning, but every teacher 
must accept it -as an important aid," say Herrick and Jacobs 
Horn1 declares that inc:l,dental learning does occur 
and should be fully utilized in connection with other 
curricular areas. He further maintains that incidental 
learning should be supplemented by direct systematic 
teaching, especially in the case of difficult words. He 
feels that this systematic teaching should begin where the 
incidental teaching leaves off. 
Horn2 lists several specific questions which we should 
ask ourselves relative to incidental teaching: 
1. What are the subjects or activities 
in connection with which incidental 
learning occurs? 
2. What or how much is learned incidentally? 
3. How may incidental learning be best 
facilitated? 4. How practicable and economical is it 
from the standpoint of administration 
to provide for incidental teaching 
or spelling? 
1Horn, ££• cit. 1254. 
2 
5. How do results obtained by purely 
incidental methods compare with those 
obtained by direct teaching? 
11 
He contends that the results of the incidental method 
should be most valuable when the course of study in 
composition is highly efficient. 
Horn1 is of the opinion that the best results are 
obtained from the incidental method when all written work 
is carefully directed, when systematic provision is made 
for the correcting and eliminating of spelling errors made 
in writing. He cites as difficulties, however, the fact 
that students have only limited proofreading ability, and 
that teachers themselves are often poor spellers. 
Merits of Teat-Study and Study-Test Methods 
Fitzgerald2 lists the following as the essentials of 
the test-study procedure: 
1 
2 
1. 
2. 
~: 
5. 
Preliminary term testing to determine 
special achievement of class. 
Pretesting of each weekly assignment 
before teaching. 
Writing misspelled words in a study list. 
Following five steps of learning for 
misspelled words. 
Using ·in own written work words mastered 
in spelling. 
Horn, £E• cit., p. 1255. 
Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 42. 
6. Final testing to determine degree of 
mastery. 
7. Keeping a record of misspelled words 
on progress chart. 
12 
He summarizes these steps by recalling the Morrison 
formula: test; teach; test; teach; test; teach to mastery. 
Fitzgerald1 has this to say about the study-test plan: 
"It is a workable plan of instruction based upon the 
assignment of a few words, perhaps only two or three a day. 
The steps are: 
1. 
2. 
~: 
5~ 6. 
7. 
8. 
Establishing meaning. 
Pronunciation of the word. 
Perception of the word. 
Writing the word. 
Recalling. 
Testing. 
Motivation. 
Individual study~" 
He favors the test-study method for economy in time and 
work. He maintains that the test-study plan combines an 
efficient method of group testing with carefully directed 
individual study of the words needed by each child. 
. 2 
With regard to the test-study method, Horn states 
that, 
The most valuable tests for instructional 
1 ·Fitzgerald,~· cit., p. 47. 
2Horn, op. cit., p. 1259. 
------------·--·· 
purposes are those that show berore the study or 
any assignment which words need to be studied 
and those tests which at any stage in learning 
show which words have been learned. 
1 
13 
Durrell recommends the test-study method for raster 
learners and the study-test method for slower groups. Lee 
and Lee2 are. of the opinion that in general, the evidence 
seems to ravor the use of the study-test plan in the 
primary grades and for the poor spellers in the upper 
grades; and the test-study plan in grades rour and above. 
In support of the test-study method Dawson3 says, 
In the middle and upper grades, the words 
for the week should be presented for pronunciation 
and meaning but should not be studied; then a pre-
test should be given to enable each of the pupils 
to know which or the words he has not yet mastered. 
Herrick and Jacobs4 prefer this plan, which seems 
logically to be more advantageous when children in a group 
know a considerable number of words in an assignment. They 
quote Spache in revealing five advantages of the test-study 
method as follows: 
1Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, 
(New York: World Book Company, 1940) p. 269. 
2 Lee and Lee, E£• cit., p. 388. 
3 Dawson, £E.• cit., P·· 237. 
4virgil E. Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs, Children and the 
Language Arts, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, 1955) p. 250. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-
5. 
Economy of' time. 
Permits individual study according to 
individual needs. 
Promotes the acquiring of' a technique 
for studying words. 
Is self-motivating in that a pupil 
may cease studying a word as soon as 
he can spell it. 
Affords an opportunity for independent study. 
1 Linehan concludes that the test-study method does 
have some value. Dolch2 points out, with regard to test-
study, that it lacks the educational value which is derived 
from class study. He claims that this plan does not 
indicate which words the child really knows how to spell. 
He also contends that the test-study plan encourages 
guessing, and that the study effort is scattered because 
the difficult parts are not pointed out. He thinks, also, 
that the value of spelling generalizations is not realized. 
Johnson3 agrees with Dolch in these respects. 
Tidyman and Butterfield4 maintain that, "The study-
test program has disadvantages in its use in grades two and 
1Linehan, op. cit., p. 262. 
2Edward Dolch, Better SPelling, (Champaign, Illinois: 
Garrard Press, 1942) p. 190. 
3Leslie Johnson, "Study-T~st M~thod is Superior in Teaching 
Spelling," Nation's Schools, 46: 51-53, July, 1950. 
4Tidyman, op. cit., p. 345. 
15 
three and with dull pupils in the upper grades in that it 
causes much time to be wasted in studying familiar words." 
Fitzgeraldl in his writing, makes this summarizing 
statement: 
While research indicates that the test-study 
method seems to be more efficient in the upper 
grades, and the study-test seems to be preferable 
f'or a backward group, it is well that the teacher 
use the method which is best fitted to guide the 
children to independence in spelling. This she 
can determine by testing the achievement of' the 
class, and through observation and testing of' the 
group f'rom week to week. 
Variations in Techniques of' Teaching 
Within the framework of' the two large basic methods 
of' teaching spelling are many variations in the techniques 
---------
D 2 which have been reported in research. Me ermott presented 
a lantern slide method of' teaching spelling in which the 
new words were lettered on slides and shown on the screen. 
She followed a plan whereby the children, after the intro-
duction and enrichment of' the words, actually copied the 
word f'rom the screen twice. The word was then removed and 
1Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 41. 
2Katherine J. McDermott, 11 A Study to Compare the Newlon-
Hanna Method of' Teaching Spelling in Grade Three With a 
Lantern Slide Method," (Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 1949) p. 16. 
16 
the children wrote it from memory. The word was flashed 
again for self-correction. This procedure was followed 
for each new word. The slides were then removed and the 
entire lesson was dictated in list form. The entire group 
of words was then flashed for self-correction. 
1 
McDermott worked with either three or five words per 
day on Monday and Tuesday. On Wednesday she reviewed the 
six words taught on Monday and Tuesday. She followed this 
with a practice test on Thursday. Those who had the words 
correct did practice exercises using the new words. Those 
who failed were taught in small groups or individually. 
On Friday, the words were written in a list, from dictation 
2 McCarthy compared a flash-card method of teaching 
with the study-test method in grades two and three and 
found that the flash-card method was superior. She used 
oak tag cards and followed a very definite procedure for 
studying the first five words on Monday. She pronounced a 
1Loc. cit. 
2 
----
Mary G. McCarthy, nA Comparison of the Flash-Card Method 
of Teaching Spelling with the Study-Test Method in Grade 
Three,u (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1942) p. 12. 
17 
word and the children closed their eyes to see ir they coulc 
see it. They then opened their eyes and compared the menta 
image with the word on the card. The children then wrote 
the word. On Tuesday she repeated the Monday procedure 
with the children who misspelled any words. On Wednesday 
she presented the second rive words and rollowed Monday's 
procedure. On Thursday she rollowed Tuesday's Procedure, 
and on Friday the children wrote the entire list rrom 
dictation. 
1 Hildreth is enthusiastic about the use or rlash-cards 
in spelling. She maintains that they aid visualization; 
and that they are popular with children. She mentions as 
their attractive reatures, nthe surprise, and surprise 
elements; the quick movement which captures attention; and 
the separate cards which help the child to concentrate on 
one particular word at a time." She reels that the cards 
can be used errectively in directing the child's attention 
to parts or the word needing closer study. She also says, 
"The rlexible nature or the cards permits them to be 
grouped or indexed in any way the pupil requires. 11 
1Gertrude Hildreth, Learnin~ the Three R•s, (Philadelphia: 
Educational Publishers, In., 1947) p. 540-541. 
di==~F=============~==================+===== 
If 
18 
Parks1 reported the rlash-card method superior to the 
study-test method in grade rour in two groups or eighty 
pupils or average abilities. She taught rive words each 
day ror rour days a week, with a testing program or the 
twenty words o~ the week on Friday. 
Coolidge2 made a comparison between the whole or 
global method and the part or divided presentation method 
or teaching spelling. One hundred nine pupils participated 
in rour third grades, all or which were taught by 
experienced teachers. The experimental period lasted eight 
weeks. Immediate recall tests were given arter the rourth 
and eighth weeks. Eight weeks arter the experimental 
teaching, a delayed recall test was administered in 
paragraph rorm. In this test were three words rrom each 
or the eight lessons taught during the study. The con-
elusions seemed to indicate that neither method was 
superior ror teaching spelling at third grade level. The 
results or the immediate recall tests ravored the part 
1
veoria Y. Parks, 11 A Comparative Study or the Flash-Card 
Method With the.Study-Test Method or Teaching Spelling in 
the Fourth Grade, n (Unpublished Masterts Thesis, Boston 
University School or Education, 1955) p. 49. 
· 
2Mildred A. Coolidge, nA Comparison or the Whole and Part 
Methods in the Teaching or Spelling in Grade Three,n 
Unpublished Service Paper~ Boston University School or 
Education, 1950) p. 21-22. 
19 
method but the differences were not statistically signifi~ 
-
cant. In this experiment, Coolidge1 found that the spelling 
achievement of the girls was superior to that of the boys. 
The differences on all texts were statistically significant, 
In working with seventy pupils in grade four Beck2· 
compared the flash-card method with study-test method, with 
a reversal of methods for the two groups each week. Both 
the immediate recall and the delayed recall results showed 
the study-teat method to be superior. 
Rigby3 compared fourth grade spelling lessons divided 
into phonetic and non-phonetic lists with the same lessons 
as presented by the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody System. She 
wanted to find out if it would h~lp children in learning 
phonetically spelled words to have those words presented 
as such, by telling them that every letter could be heard. 
She also wanted to find out whether it would be helpful 
to the children to know upon presentation that the non-
1 . . t Loc. c1 • 
---
2Mildred Louise Beck, "Comparison of the Flash-Card Method 
of Teaching Spelling with the Study-Test Method of My 
Spelling in Grade Four," (Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1948) p. 37-38 
3Joan Eleanor Rigby, "A Comparison of Teaching Spelling in 
Phonetic and Non-Phonetic Lists With the Ayer-Oberholtzer-
Woody System in.Grade Four," (Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 1948) p. 38-39. 
I 
phonetic words were not spelled as they were sounded. 
Words referred to as phonetic were given auditory 
20 
presentation, and the non-phonetic words were those given 
to the visual presentation. Rigby taught the control 
group as well as the experimental group. The classes were 
so rotated that each was the control or experimental group 
in alternate weeks. She followed this plan: 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Presentation 
Exploratory Test 
Intensive Supervised Study 
Review and Special Remedial 
Teaching 
·Friday Final Test in List Form 
and Alphabetical Order 
The control group method was the study-test. The 
method of teaching the experimental group was as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Auditory presentation and study of 
phonetic words. 
Flash-card presentation of approximately 
one-third of the non-phonetic words. 
Flash-card presentation of the next 
third of the non-phonetic words. 
Flash-card presentation and study of 
remaining non-phonetic words on the 
fourth day. 
On the fifth day, the final test in 
which each word was pronounced, used 
in a sentence, and pronounced again. 
In this experiment, a delayed recall test was given 
two weeks following the date of the immediate recall test. 
The results showed the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody method to be 
slightly superior. 
21 
Learning to Spell A Word 
It is extremely important that the child be taught a 
truly effective method of learning to spell. Consequently 
much time has been devoted to the study of this area of 
spelling. Foran feels that a technique for the learning 
of new words is as important as the specific habits formed 
'l in spelling the common word. Fitzgerald's viewpoint is 
that it is difficult to present a method for learning to 
spell a word that will fit the needs of all pupils, but 
it is necessary in group teaching to use a method that 
will meet the requirements, as far as possible, of all 
2 
normal children. Fitzgerald further maintains that after 
the child has perceived the whole word clearly, visualized 
it part by part, pronounced it as a whole, and slowly 
syllable by syllable, he shouJd cover the word, and recall 
it from memory, and then check his recall. 
Dolch3 believes that we must agree with the multiple 
sense approach, that the child should use eye, ear, tongue, 
and hand, but that we must make the word or the syllable 
1 Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 30. 
2Ibid., p. 35. 
3
nolch, op. cit., p. i66. 
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in the word the unit of observation, and not the letter. 
Dawson1 agrees with Fitzgerald and presents the idea 
that as many senses as possible should be called into play 
when words are presented. Looking intently, saying the 
word, spelling the letters out softly and writing the word 
provide visual, auditory, vocal, motor, and kinesthetic 
impressions. She also feels that watching the teacher 
write a word on the board is more effective in learning 
how to spell a word than merely looking at a word that is 
already written. 
studying a word: 
2 Dawson presents the actual steps in 
1 
In general, children should look at a word 
intently while softly pronouncing it to them-
selves and noticing the sequence of the letters. 
The eyes may be shut as the child tries to 
recall how the word looks. When rather sure of 
correct spelling--he may have to look carefully 
more than once--he may write it. If, on 
comparison with the original word, the child 
finds that he has written it correctly, he may 
write it once or twice more. If, however, he 
has made a mistake, he should start at the 
beginning and go through the steps again. 
Dawson, op. cit., p. 237. 
2Ibid., p. 328. 
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Linehan1 stated in her summary or research that 
special care should be taken in the pronunciation or a 
word when it is taught, as many words are misspelled 
because or mispronunciation. 
Concerning the importance or correct pronunciation, 
Spears2 and Linehan3 are in agreement. Spears tells us 
that good teachers give attention to the childts oral 
pronunciation or new words as an important step in 
learning to spell them. Spears goes on to say, uTo tell a 
child to study must be predicated on his knowledge or the 
steps taken in such a study." 
The method of study is determined by the individual, 
according to Burrows4. Some children profit rrom seeing 
and hearing the parts that make up a word. Some need 
practice in the actual technique or setting the word down 
in writing. Others need help in enunciating clearly the 
words and syllables. 
1Linehan, op. cit., p. 23. 
2 Harold Spears, Improving the Supervision of Instruction, 
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1953) p. 313. 
3Ibid., p. 316. 
4 Burrows, op. cit., p. 223. 
1 Sister M. Roberta Wolff, 0. s. F. , says that oral, 
visual and writing experiences should be used during the 
writing period. She agrees with Linehan and Spears in 
maintaining that care should be taken to pronounce words 
clearly and plainly. 
Tidyman and Butterfield2 gives the teacher a word of 
warning about method when they say, "It is not to be 
assumed that because a study procedure is outlined in the 
text or casually referred to by the teacher, the pupils 
will use it. Pupils must be trained to study until the 
desired procedure becomes habitual. 11 These authors make 
a real plea for the actual teaching of spelling in pre-
senting a new list of words as against the procedure of 
merely assigning words. 
The steps in learning to spell a word are outlined by 
Tidyman and Butterfield3. 
1. Pronunciation and meaning (meaning should 
not present serious difficulties). 
2. Sounding and seeing. The word is written 
on the board and pronounced and the 
sound-sight of each syllable or large 
1Sister M. Roberta Wolff, op~ cit., p. 464. 
2Tidyman and Butterfield, op. cit., p. 346. 
3Tidyman and Butterfield, op. cit., p. 351. 
3. 
phonogrammic unit is noted. Children 
should note: 
1 a. whether-the word is spelled as 
.sounded. 
b. familiar parts and concentrate 
attention on the unphonetic, 
hard part. 
c. difficulty of the word by 
talking about it, looking at, and 
possibly underlining or checking 
it. 
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Visualization--saying the word to themselves 
with eyes closed or averted, trying to see 
it. Checking imagery by looking at the 
word. The children are then ready to write. 
This kinetic activity, writing the word, 
strengthens the visualization. The first 
writing should be checked and the word 
rewritten several times. 
There is much research that does not support Tidyman's 
views on the possibility or desirability of marking hard 
spots. Hornl, in his research, says that calling attention 
to hard spots is a doubtful practice since we do not need 
to call attention of all to hard spots that few may get 
wrong. He maintains that it is better giving a pretest so 
each child can learn which part of the word gives him 
difficulty. He does not recommend the use of colored 
chalk, ·underlining, syllabic marking, or division according 
to phonograms. He emphasizes the fact that the mode of 
presentation should be largely visual, and makes a plea 
for the "overlearning" of words. 
lHorn, ££• cit., p. 1258. 
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Hildreth1 quotes Tireman, Foran and Schonell as not 
being in favor of marking hard spots. She summarizes by 
saying that the best way for the teacher to discover hard 
spots that require attention is to note the misspellings 
in the childrenls work. 
Imagery in Spelling 
It is evident after studying various sources that the 
importance of the role of imagery is highly controversial. 
Johnson2 states that it is difficult to determine what 
type of imagery the child responds to, whether visual, 
auditory, or motor. He says, however, that it is probably 
visual, predominantly, but aided by others. 
Horn3 is very definite in his views concerning 
imagery: 
Imagery and imagery type are among the most 
baffling problems in psychology. It is futile 
to suggest, as is sometimes done that teachers 
discover the image type of each child as a basis 
for his individual method of study. In the first 
1Gertrude Hildreth, Teachin~ Spellin§; (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 19 5) p. 23 • 
2samuel A. Kirk and G. Orville Johnson, Educating the 
Retarded Child, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951) 
p. 271. 
3Horn, ££• cit., p. 1258. 
place, it is doubtful whether students have image 
types that are so exclusive or even so predominant 
as this advice implies. In the second place, 
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the trained psychologist cannot attack this problem 
with confidence and the task is quite beyond the 
ability of the classroom teacher. In the third 
place, the evidence seems to show that, except in 
the case of pupils suffering from severe and high-
ly speciali-zed abilities, those who learn best 
through one form of imagery tend also to learn 
best through others. 
Visual, oral, auditory, and kinesthetic aids to 
imagery should be used, according to Fitzgerald1 who does 
not agree with Horn. He states that most children will be 
helped by the use of all aids to imagery, rather than by 
the exclusion of all but one. 
Tidyman and Butterfield2 state that words reach us 
through mental imagery and "--we do see and hear words. 
All words that pass into the mind must take one of these 
routes, the eye or the ear. So entering, they form 
pictures in the ~ind and as such, are retained." 
Durre113 maintains that the child should be cautioned 
that words are not spelled exactly as they sound and that 
he should not rely entirely on his ears for writing all 
words. He should understand that many words must be 
remembered as visible wholes and that sounding cannot be 
1Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 34. 
2Tidyman and Butterfield, op. cit., p. 352. 
3 -
Durrell. op. cit •• p_. 271 
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depended upon. Durre111 also maintains that "Failure to 
remember visual word forma is the basic difficulty in 
English spelling." 
Motivation in Correct Spelling 
Foran2 states that spelling is one subject which 
demands more than ordinary motivation because unlike other 
subjects, it does not supply intrinsic interest but gathers 
momentum as it becomes easier for the pupils to master. 
"Children,rr states Burrowa3 , "should have practical 
motivation for correct spelling. Make it real and 
important by integrating it with other subjects." Durrell4 
maintains that we should avoid teaching words which the 
child has no desire or ability to use, while Dolch5 
emphasizes the fact that the chief source of interest in 
spelling 1a the meaning of words. Fitzgerald6 considers 
the teacher responsible for reasonable motivation. 
lnurrell, op. cit., p. 271. 
2
Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Tegchi~ of S2_elling, 
(Washington, D. c •. : The Catholic l!iducation Press, 1934-J 
p. 150. 
3Burrowa, op. cit., p. 222. o 
4nurrell, .££• ill·, p. 268. 
5 ' 
Dolch, ££• cit., p. 167. 
6 Fitzgerald, .£E.• ~it., p. 30. 
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"Because the motivation which is sometimes provided is 
either harmful or inane, some children are retarded in 
spelling," he says. Hildreth1 remarks that, "In spelling 
as in any other skill, interest in learning, a positive 
attitude, and active purposing aid learning and provide 
intrinsic motivation. Interest in learning keeps the 
learners's attention centered on the task." 
2 Burrows says that the f'act that motive actually does 
af'f'ect spelling ability has yet to be proved, but that 
compelling desire f'or accuracy produces gratifying results 
in some cases ia quite obvious. 
Meno3 reasons that activities which give children 
ideas and excite them to tell about those ideas in writing 
should be the f'oundation of' the spelling program. Spears4 
brings out the idea that in some classrooms there remains 
-
the old habit of failing to teach spelling so that the 
children catch from the teacher the excitement of putting 
their words to work f'or them.. "Every child deserves the 
satisfaction of feeling the power of independent spelling 
in putting his ideas on paper,u says Spears. 
1Hildreth, ·T~aching Spelling, p. 32. 
2Burrows, op. cit., p. 222. 
-- ---. 
3 . . 4 Meno, EE• cit,, p. 3 l. 
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1 McKee expresses the belief that children should be 
made aware of the progress they have made as a result of 
their study. 
Individual Differences and Grouping 
Dawson2 offers the opinion that some children are 
naturally better spellers than others because of native 
ability, greater maturity, better grasp of word analysis 
techniques, keener perceptual abilities, and the like. 
II She says, Slower learners may need considerable guidance 
to learn how to attack the spelling of a word. Possibly 
they should have fewer words and be held for learning to 
spell only the most common of the week's list. Or the 
pupils may be grouped and the slow learners given an 
entirely different list." 
An experiment in the Kingston, New York schools is 
described by D~wson3. Fifth graders who were still at 
third grade instructional level were given third grade 
words, those at fourth grade instruct\onal level were 
given fourth grade words, and those at fifth grade, fifth 
grade words. As the year passed, the slow learners began 
1 . 
McKee, ~· cit., p. 159. 
2 Dawson, ££• cit., p. 239• 
3Loc. cit. 
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to catch on to spelling and most of them covered lists 
for the third and fourth grades. At the end of the year 
these results of differentiated teaching were compared 
with those for the pupils whose teachers had conscien-
tiously felt that they should teach the words for their 
respective grade levels. In general, the former groups 
had made progress equivalent to a year and a half or more, 
while those who studied their grade-assigned lists 
irrespective of individual differences averaged a gain of 
less than a year. 
In the same article, Dawson1 expresses this opinion, 
"Just as in reading, spelling instruction should start 
where each child is. This is important because spellers 
list for the lower grades the words most commonly used 
by both children and adults. If the children do not 
master the words assigned to the primary and lower inter-
mediate grades, they will fail to learn the most essential 
words in the English language.u 
It is the opinion of Tidyman and Butterfield2 that 
there is no evidence that poor spellers are different 
from other children in essential abilities or that they 
1Loc. cit. 
2Tidyman and Butterfield, op. cit., p. 359. 
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learn spelling in different ways. They feel that the same 
procedures should be followed with slow children as with 
the normal spellers; and that they simply need a more 
intensive kind. of work, not necessarily a different type 
of work. 
Tidyman and Butterfield1 recommend various procedures 
for grouping. One procedure is to divide the class into 
three groups on the basis of the pretest. The identify 
the best group as those who miss not more than four words 
of the week's list, and suggest that these children may 
turn to something else when they have completed studying 
the words missed on the pretest. These authors designate 
the middle group as those who miss four to ten words, and 
they suggest that these children would receive a minimum 
of help from the teacher, that help to consist of work in 
word study and analysis, and suggestions for study. The 
low group is determined as being those children who miss 
more than ten words. It is suggested that these children 
work under the close direction of the teacher, with a few 
of the words missed selected for each day's study, detailed 
analysis made, difficulties noted, study directed through 
the several steps, and individual help given. The entire 
1Tidyman and Butterfield, op. cit., p. 351 •. 
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class would take the final comprehensive check on the unit 
or week's work. 
1 According to Kyte's findings, "Students learn more 
when grouped according to abilities. Homogeneous grouping 
tends to produce favorable results in pupils' learning. 11 
Durre112 expresses the following opinion concerning 
grouping: "Spelling should be a small group activity with 
four or five children with the same needs and learning 
rates grouped together. 11 
It is maintained by Hildreth3 that, ngrouping 
eliminates the need for pretesting the entire class on the 
same list. 11 She feels that grouping for spelling has the 
same value as in other subjects. She believes that it 
saves time, and has a social advantage for the children in 
that they work with others of similar abilities. 
Hildreth 1 s4 feeling is that the number of sub-groups will 
depend upon the size of the class, the material available, 
the teacher's skill in handling small group work, and 
other factors. She brings in the element of "close 
1George C. Kyte, "Maintaining Ability Grouping in Spelling,n 
Phi Delta Kappa, 30: 301-306, April, 1949. 
2Durrell, ~· cit. 
3Hildreth, Teaching Spelling, ~· cit., p. 174. 
4Loc. cit. 
----
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grouping." By this she means putting together only those 
children who are very similar in achievement level and 
drill needs. She suggests temporary grouping in the fall 
on the basis of any available evidence, then regrouping as 
the children make progress or develop particular 
difficulties. 
She recommends even more frequent checking and 
regrouping for the slower learners. Hildreth1 does not 
feel that the teacher should get around to each group each 
day. She counsels that the teacher should take each group 
on succeeding days. Generally speaking, she believes that 
the spelling groups should parallel the grouping in reading 
and language. 
Use of Textbooks 
Certain procedures for the teacher in connection with 
textbook examination and appraisal are outlined by Tidyman 
and Butterfield2 who insist that the teacher should become 
thoroughly acquainted with the textbook, critically 
appraise it, and learn to use it effectively. They further 
suggest that the teacher should observe the pattern of 
1 Loc. cit. 
2Tidyman and Butterfield, ~cit., p. 334. 
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word combinations in the textbook since each requires 
adjustments in teaching. These authors go on to say that 
textbooks and more commonly workbooks provide study 
exercises. "In a carefully prepared book, these drills 
are designed to emphasize hard words and difficult parts. 
These exercises should be critically examined and tried. 
They may be mere busywork, taking time more profitably 
spent otherwise, or they can be very helpful," say Tidyman 
and Butterfield3. 
The next step in handling a textbook, in the opinion 
of these authors, is the appraisal of the word list with an 
eye to adjusting it to meet the needs of the class. The 
teacher will also need to supplement the basic word lists 
with the words that appear frequently in children's 
writing. This will include getting the child to prepare 
his own personal list of needed and much used words. 
Citing the fact that a grade range of seven years and more 
in spelling ability may exist in many classrooms, they 
maintain that it is all the more important to adjust books 
to ability in spelling as we do in reading. 
1Tidyman and Butterfield, op. cit., p. 346. 
B~ton Un~rty 
School of Educanon 
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It is the opinion or Tidyman and Butterrield1 that a 
speller is properly graded when the children can reach 
what they term a reasonable end-or-the-term achievement or 
ninety to ninety-rive per cent on a list or words selected 
at random rrom the year's work. They suggest that the 
teacher perhaps should give a preliminary test early in'the 
term. They suggest, too, that scores or seventy to ninety 
per cent on this preliminary test indicate that the text-
book is too easy and a more advanced book should be tried. 
Scores or rrom rorty to seventy per cent right, they reel, 
indicate readiness ror the text. Scores below rorty per 
cent show that the text is too hard, and an easier one 
should be used. 
Importance or the Maintenance Program 
The rull importance or a maintenance program in 
spelling success is treated by several specialists in the 
2 language arts. Horn says that, "The words or the regular 
spelling lesson will require much less review for 
maintenance if they are rrequently written in connection 
with other school activities." Durrell3 states that, 
1 Tidyman and Butterrield, ~cit., p. 348-350. 
2Horn, ~ cit., p. 1254. 
3Durrell, £E.!_ cit., p. 267. 
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"Spelling is more closely related in its application to 
written composition than to any other subject." He under-
scores the fact that spelling should be very closely 
related to composition. 
1 Durrell observes that, "Slow learning pupils need 
careful correlation among words used in reading, spelling, 
composition, and handwriting." He adds that the final 
test of spelling is the written composition. He asserts 
that the best aid to transfer is the mastery of words to 
the point of automatic response. He also maintains that 
if word meanings are made vivid at the time of presentation, 
written work should show a much richer vocabulary. 
Hardy2 agrees with Durrell in the above reaction, and 
states that, 11It would seem to the writer that a similar 
vocabulary in reading and spelling would strengthen or 
increase the learner 1 s ability. n This idea is expanded by 
Durrell) who claims that it is better for the child to be 
secure in the use of a small number of words suited to his 
grade and to his needs than to try to master a long list 
of words with little meaning for him. 
1
nurrell, op. cit., p. 267. 
2 
Doris E. Hardy, 11 A Spelling Program for Slow Readers in 
Grade Two," (Unpublished Service Paper, Boston University 
School of Education, 1947) p. 13. 
3
nurrell. o-o.- cit •• P.- 267 •' 
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Linehan1 also found that functional spelling has 
replaced mechanical spelling in drill form, and that 
practice in spelling for the last few years has been for 
real purpose in writing. 
Facility in spelling brings ease of thought and 
attention to written expression, and minimizes the force 
of such factors as tend to inhibit good expression, 
' 2 
according to Foran • 
According to Hill3 the real test of effective spelling 
is whether the pupil can spell enough words to meet his 
writing needs. She maintains that this can be accomplished 
if the school program provides a real need for writing and 
allows the pupil to use frequently in writing the words 
learned through systematic instruction in spelling. 
uTo most teachers it seems perfectly natural and 
pedagogically sound to teach spelling through writing, 11 
Spears4 comments, "because the child will exercise his 
ability to spell in written rather than oral situations." 
Spelling Conscience, Proofreading, and Checking Errors 
1 Linehan, ~ cit., p. 6. 
2Thomas Fora~, ~cit., p. 2. 
3Margaret Keyser Hill, ffTeachniques for the Teaching of 
Spelling,n Journal of Education, 36: 16-17, October, 1953. 
4 
Strickland1 has this to say about spelling 
conscience: It is important that children learn 
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to feel a sense of obligation to conform in spell-
ing because doing so is a matter of common courtesy 
to the people who will read what has been written. 
They need to become aware of correct spelling as 
a social asset in the sense that it gives the in-
dividual a sense of self-assurance and security 
from embarrassment in his communication as well as 
a vocational tool of high importance. 
2 It is the opinion of Dawson that a child should 
expect himself to spell correctly. 
The Commission on the English Curriculum3 of the 
National Council of Teachers of English states: lfMost 
important of all is a sense of res.ponsibili ty for spelling 
words correctly in order to make one 1 s communication 
intelligible." 
"Spelling consciousness is strengthened by the 
occasional exercise of checking all words in a composition," 
according to Tidyman and Butterfield4. "The pupil checks 
the words that are known to be right, marks with an X those 
that are known to be wrong, and marks with a question mark 
those about which he is doubtful. "Such checking of 
lstrickland, op. cit., p. 313. 
2Dawson, op •. cit., p. 30. 
3commission on the English.Curriculum of the National 
Council of Teachers of English, The English Lansuage Arts, 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1952) p. 235. 
4Tidyman and Butterfield, op. cit., p. 335. 
judgments should be illuminating to the pupil and the 
teacher, and may possibly reveal some misspellings that 
have become habitual.u 
Burrows1 who recognizes the fact that proofreading 
written work is essential, recommends a line-by-line com-
parison using markers for both the original and the copy. 
She also suggests letting the copy "get cold, then re-
reading it." 
It is a recommendation of Dolch2 that teachers cannot 
begin too early insisting that everything that is written 
be looked over for spelling. He brings out the idea that 
proofreading for Children consists of looking at each 
separate word very critically. 
Hildreth3 says, regarding proofreading: 
Children can get good practice in proofreading 
by reading other children's written material and 
marking other children's spelling test papers. 
They may, however, become discouraged if they have 
to recopy papers containing misspellings. Instead 
have them write another composition using_these 
same words, but trying to avoid the errors the 
second time. 
Proofreading helps a child evaluate his work, develop 
critical judgment, and set a higher standard for himself, 
1 Burrows, op. cit., p. 223. 
2Dolch, ~cit., p. 69. 
3Hildreth, Teaching Spelling; p. 94. 
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maintains Hildreth1 • She believes that definite instructior 
in proofreading should be given. She maintains that the 
teacher should give direct instruction in the skill, 
preferably at the board, and calling attention to ~uch 
things as reading the word from left to right, pronouncing 
words by syllables, and using the dictionary. She suggests 
letting the child get his spelling ratio, that is the 
number of words written on his paper compared with the 
number of errors he has made. Hildreth2 , further recommends 
having a composition on the board or flashing it on the 
screen with a stereoptican~ to find errors. She also 
suggests that after the children write a paragraph from 
= 
dictation, they compare their copy with a correctly written 
copy on the board or on a screen. She is strongly in 
favor of forgetting about the "dangers" inherent in looking 
at mistakes. She thinks that it is about time that we 
thought more of the good learning that can come out of the 
children's being able to find and correct these mistakes. 
She suggests, too, a nwrong Word Huntrr, in which the child 
who finds and spells correctly the largest number of 
misspelled words on a sheet gets a prize. 
lHildreth, Teaching Spelling, op. cit., p. 216. 
2rbid., p. 218. 
Handwriting As It Affects Spelling 
1 Durrell states that, nRapid word writing tends to 
make correct spelling more automatic, and helps transfer 
spelling to composition." 
Tidyman and Butterf'ield2 maintain that, "The impor-
tance of care in handwriting should be stressed." 
Dawson3 expresses her opinion in these words: rrrt is 
important that the pupils write legibly in all written 
work and that most of their practice to improve should be 
done in connection with lessons in spelling and their 
various assignments." 
On the other hand, Hildreth4 claims that, "lf the 
pupil is able to write at a normal speed f'or his age and 
grade., he is free to concentr-ate_ on his spelling in written 
work, but if he has to stop to think how to f'orm a letter, 
his f'low of.thought will be interrupted. Poor spelling 
may be conf'used with poor writing.tt She believes that the 
continuance of manuscript writing through the upper grades 
would facilitate correct spelling. She further believes 
that the use of the typewriter is an aid to correct 
1nurrell, op. cit., p. 273. 
2Tidyman and Butterf'ield, op. cit., p. 353. 
3nawson, ~cit., p. 232. 
4Hildreth. op. cit.~ P. 220. 
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spelling because the typewritten material is highly legible. 
Spears1 assumes that, "For most groups of' children 
moving from manuscript to cursive writing, there is a 
period of' time in which.the teacher must protect the child'~ 
work in spelling from the extra strain that comes with 
forming and attaching letters in a manner commonly known 
as cursive writing.u 2 Spears continues by saying, "For 
some children, the practice of cursive writing is retained 
for situations other than the spelling lesson situation 
devoid of' those additional emotional tensions so often 
injected in the so-called spelling lessons by the checking 
for errors." 
The Place of' Rules 
As a result of' her study of' research in 1936, Linehan3 
concluded that no one yet has determined the value of' 
teaching rules. There is evidence in research that this is 
still true. 
Horn4 says.regarding rules that, uonly those that 
spply to a large number of' words and have few exceptions 
1spears, op. cit., p. 314. 
2 Loc. cit. 
---
3Linehan, op. cit., p. 62. 
4Horn, op. cit., p. 1250. 
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should be taught." With regard to phonetic rules, Horn1 
says that, "The policy in teaching any phonetic generaliza-
tion should be the same as ~or teaching other spelling 
rules: that is, it should apply to a large number o~ words, 
have ~ew exceptions, and be taught inductively." 
Fitzgerald2 maintains that although rules ~or spelling 
and their teaching are still subjects o~ controversy, 
principles o~ generalization seem to be pro~itably connected 
with the development 0~ word knowledge and vocabulary power. 
Tersely, 11Venze13 speaks o~, "--a ~ew rules, inductivel:y 
presented." 
According to Hildreth4, "Spelling rules have little 
value ~or pupils in the lower grades; even in the inter-
mediate and upper grades they have limited use~ulness both 
because children at this age still do not learn readily 
through generalizing, and because spelling principles are 
consistent ~or relatively ~ew commonly used words in English 
1 Ernest Horn., "Phonetics and Spelling, 11 Journal o~ 
Education, 136: 233-235 and 246, May, 1954. 
2Fitzgerald, op. ~' p. 146. 
3Evelyn Wenzel, "Common Sense in Spelling", Elementary 
English, 35: 514-520, December, 1948. 
~ildreth, op. cit., p. 254. 
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She approves of the discovery of a rule through repeated 
experience with words that conform to the rule. She 
believes that one should teach rules only if they cover a 
sufficient number of words to pay for the effort, and if 
the children are sufficiently mature to learn and to apply 
the rule." 
The writers of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
1 Bulletin of the Department of Education concur with 
Hildreth in the following statement: "--teach only rules 
and words that the pupil is mature enough to understand 
and apply. 11 
2 
Foran believes in teaching rules, but thinks the 
method used in teaching them is all-important. He lists 
the following as desirable steps: 
1. Only a few rules should be taught. 
2. Some rules should be taught, for 
children will generalize what they 
have learned and such generalizations 
should be directed as far as the 
spelling of English words will permit. 
3. Only one rule should be taught at a 
time. 4. A rule should be taught only when 
there is need for it. 
5. The teaching of rules should be 
1Massachusetts Department of Education, A Curriculum Guide 
for Intermediate Grade Teachers, (Boston, Massachusetts, 
State Department of Education, 1950) p. 518. 
2 
Thomas Foran, ~cit., p. 144. 
r-' 
Review 
6. 
7. 
8. 
integrated with the arrangement or 
grouping of words in the textbook. 
Rules should be taught inductively 
rather than deductively. 
There should be ample reviews of 
the rules both in the grades in 
which they have been learned and 
in the following grades. 
Tests of knowledge of the rule 
should insist not so much upon 
legal precision as on comprehension 
and ability to use the rule. 
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l It is the contention of Tidyman and Butterfield that 
:;~~ a· basic principle in the teaching of spelling is the 
discovery of words requiring restudy by means of tests of 
selected words. Individual differences are thus recognized 
and help can be given to the persons who need it most--
the slow learners. In review, the causes of difficulty 
should be noted and suitable steps taken to remove the 
difficulty. Restudy and reteaching will be necessary. 
Practice, alone, is not enough. It is usually a wise plan 
to go over the steps in the original presentation, though 
more briefly, and with the emphasis which each particular 
word needs. 
2 Linehan is of the opinion that, nprovision should be 
l 
Tidyman and Butterfield, op. cit., p. 354. 
2Linehan, op. cit., p. 37. 
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made for review in the spelling period, but in the light 
of evidence revealed, will prove more effective if placed 
on an individual bases." 
nEmphasis should be placed upon good teaching rather 
than on review, but if necessary, it should be based upon 
individual errors." This is the judgment of Spache1 • 
Reviews, according to Fitzgerald2 are conducive to good 
learning when they are scientifically planned and 
systematically carried out. To quote him in this regard; 
11 The indiscriminate review of the spelling of so-called 
difficult words by a group is a waste of time." 
McKee3 mentions the need for overlearning, and states 
that it is important to make definite plans for thorough 
reviews. He maintains the following: "Adequate provision 
for such work may mean the difference between superior 
and poor results in the teaching of spelling." In addition, 
he states that, "The amount of.review necessary will depend 
upon how well the word was learned, the learning difficulty 
of the word, and the ability of the learner." 
1George Spache, "The Selection of Spelling Textbooks", 
Elementary English Review, 17: 51-58, February, 1940. 
2Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 73. 
3McKee, ~cit., p. 413. 
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Testing 
1 Linehan concludes as a result of her stuqy that, 
"Spelling tests are an important means of determining pupil 
growth and teaching efficiency. 11 
Fitzgerald2 maintains that every word of a weekly unit 
should be subjected to at least a pretest, a final test of 
the week, and a review test. Fitzgerald3 believes that 
every child needs practice writing tests and should use the 
results of his own test as a guide to individual study. 
McKee4 is in favor of ~retesting the words for a term 
and pretesting at the end of the term to determine the 
growth. He states, "If it is not possible to pretest all 
words, a random selection of fifty words from among those 
included in the lessons may be made in constructing each 
test." 
Horn's5 view is that, nThe most valid and economical 
test is the modified sentence recall form in which the 
person giving the test pronounces each word, uses it in an 
oral sentence, and pronounces it again." 
1Linehan, ~cit., p. 62. 
2 
Fitzgerald, ~cit., p. 55. 
3Ibid., p. 57. 
4McKee, op. cit., p. 160. 
5Horn, op. cit., p. 354. 
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1 In Tidyman's writ~ng, he maintains that in the case 
of a pretest and a final test during the term, a final 
average class score of ninety-five per cent is desirable; 
seventy-five per cent or less is not satisfactory; and 
improvement from forty to ninety per cent or from seventy 
to ninety-five per cent is good. 
2 Hildreth claims that a safe plan is to review all 
words in each grade following that in which they were first 
introduced. She recommends weekly and monthly review 
tests, dictation exercises used as review, and proofreading 
tests. 
1 Tidyman, ~cit., p. 354. 
2Hildreth, op. cit., p. 189. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
Several weeks were spent in reading and studying all 
available current teaching methods at the elementary school 
level as they appeared in textbooks, workbooks, monographs, 
leaflets, manuals, periodicals, magazines, books, theses, 
and dissertations. Finding them to be especially valuable, 
considerable study was given to Linehan's1 study and to 
2 Russell's doctoral dissertationf. 
The necessity for careful evaluation and discussion· 
was recognized and acted upon, with the result that several 
conferences were held with the adviser, Dr. B. Alice 
Crossley. An outgrowth of these conferences was the deci-
sion to carry out an experiment concerning the method of 
teaching spelling at the fourth grade level. 
All teachers involved in the experiment made arrange-
ments to teach fourth grades for the duration of the 
experimental period. For three teachers in the group this 
meant a change of grade within their building and the 
accompanying adjustments in their own classes. The 
1Linehan, op. cit. 
2Karlene 
Spell 
st 
Word Analysis Upon 
Doctora ssertation, 
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representative communities and the numbers of children in 
the various class groups were as follows: 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 28 pupils 
Newton, Massachusetts 26 pupils 
Quincy, Massachusetts 32 pupils 
Somerville, Massachusetts 28 pupils 
Westwood, Massachusetts 48 pupils (two classes 
23 and 24) 
Cumberland, Rhode Island 33 pupils 
Total Population 195 pupils 
Development of the Core Spelling List 
As a first step in the development of the core list, 
the seven teachers in the experiment listed all words 
taught at the fourth grade level in their particular school 
systems. Five different spelling sources were represented 
in the study; four were published spelling texts and one 
was an unpublished spelling list. The sources were: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
Billington, Lillian E., Using Words, 
(New York: Silver Burdett Company, 1940). 
Patton, David H., Word Mastery Speller, 
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill 
Books, 1952). · 
~Vheeler, Arville and Moore, Clyde B., 
Spelling to Write, (Boston, Massachusetts; 
D. c. Heath and Company, 1945). 
Yoakam, Gerald A. and Daw, Seward E., 
My Spelling, (Boston, Massachusetts: 
Ginn and Company, 19~9). 
City of Somerville, Massachusetts, 
Spelling List' Grade Four, (Unpublished, 
no date given • 
a,-,~ton Unhtt=>r$tty 
'ichool of Education 
Ubrary 
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After exploring the five sources to be used in the 
experiment, the writers developed a tentative core list of 
525 untaught words. All words from the original sources 
taught prior to January 3, 1956, were eliminated. 
The writers agreed that sixteen words would be the 
minimum number of spelling words taught per week. Since 
the experiment would last six weeks, the maximum number of 
spelling words to be taught was ninety-six words. All 
abbreviations, contractions, and proper nouns were deleted 
from the tentative core spelling list. 
The problem at hand was the selection of the ninety-
six words from the tentative core list. To solve this 
problem, the writers agreed to use Dr. Henry D. Rinslandts1 
A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children. All 
from the tentative core list with a frequency level of six 
in social utility in speaking and writing in the Rinsland 
vocabulary list were selected. Thus the writers were able 
to reduce the tentative core spelling list to one hundred 
eight spelling words, twelve more than were necessary for 
the experiment. 
The writers decided to eliminate twelve words which 
they believed to be well mastered by pupils at the fourth 
1Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabular of 
Children, (New York: Macmillan Company, 
School 
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grade level. It was interesting to note that the majority 
of the twelve words deleted were monosyllabic words. 
The elimination of the twelve extra words gave the 
writers the permanent core spelling list of ninety-six 
words necessary for the six-week experiment. In order to 
eliminate the problem of alphabetical sequence, the sixteen 
words per week were chosen at random from the alphabetical 
permanent list. 
First Week 
agree 
breathe 
chase 
cocoa 
daily 
duty 
fear 
herd 
mule 
playmate 
ribbon 
share 
stable 
tear 
tractor 
weave 
Fourth Week 
begun 
buying 
club 
crack 
drawn 
express 
gain 
lift 
pillow 
purse 
scratch 
The final spelling 
Second Week 
bathing 
brook 
chocolate 
copper 
ditch 
froze 
figure 
highway 
nicely 
price 
rooster 
shelter 
stole 
temperature 
treat 
weigh 
Fifth Week 
bent 
cabin 
coach 
crow 
drill 
extra 
harbor 
list 
pilot 
rake 
seaport 
list was as 'Follows: 
Third Week 
beef 
butterfly 
clerk 
copy 
dock 
explain 
eagle 
itself 
notice 
print 
score 
shovel 
stripes 
toast 
twin 
whale 
Sixth Week 
blind 
chain 
coast 
cupboard 
dull 
fact 
harvest 
lock 
playground 
reader 
shadow 
shower 
sweet 
tore 
vegetable 
whatever 
silly 
tank 
torn 
vine 
whenever 
somewhere 
taste 
towel 
weak 
zero 
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The writers were of the opinion that the slow learners 
should be given a maximum of six words per week instead of 
the entire sixteen words. From the weekly class core list 
of sixteen words, six words were selected for the slow 
learner. These slow learners were chosen on the basis of 
1 their performance on the Russell Learning Rate Test • 
First Week Second Week Third Vveek 
agree bathing copy 
daily brook explain 
fear figure itself 
playmate price notice 
share stole score 
tear weigh twin 
Fourth Week Fifth 'uieek Sixth Week 
begun drill coast 
buying extra fact 
club harbor playground 
shower list reader 
tore pilot taste 
vegetable torn zero 
Administration of Pretests 
Prior to the experimental teaching period, Form D of 
the Stanford Achievement Test and Form A of the Russell 
Learning Rate Test were administered. 
1 . Russell, op. cit. 
r 
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Grouping of Children 
Following the placing of children in tentative gro~ps 
based on the results obtained in the Russell Learning Rate 
Test, the writers developed and duplicated a series of 
job-sheets, each of which contained the sixteen words of 
the particular week in natural, meaningful story context. 
For efficiency in learning, these words were also included 
in isolated lists. 
Developing and Using Teaching Materials 
On Mondays, these worksheets were used with the entire 
class group. During the introduction of the new list of 
words, the slower learners read the story with the two 
other groups, but underlined the spelling words found in 
the story instead of being pretested on the sixteen words 
for the week. They then spent the remaining time in 
correcting errors made on the previous Friday's dictated 
sentences, or on original sentences which they had written. 
They also listed in their personal notebooks all words with 
which they had had trouble. 
On Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, groups one and 
two worked together on independent worksheet activities 
based on the spelling list of the week. Group three worked 
with the teacher on a method of learning ·spelling in which 
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the teacher presented two new words each day in cursive 
writing on oak tag rlash cards. Arter enriching the meaning 
or these words and calling attention to the phonetic 
elements within the word, having the children pronounce the 
word carerully with attention to each or its parts, the 
teacher wrote the word on the chalkboard and placed under 
it, again in cursive writing, a good illustrative sentence. 
Each day, the children wrote the word on one side or a 
3 by 5 inch index card, with the sentence on the other side. 
These cards were corrected by the tea~her, rechecked ror 
errors by the children, and placed in individual rile boxes 
which the children kept at their desks. In this way, a 
complete alphabetical list or cards was kept over the six 
week period. At the end or the experiment, each rile 
contained thirty-six spelling words and the same number or 
sentences including these words. 
In addition to writing these words on Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays, and Thursdays, the slower learners also wrote 
two original sentences, using the new spelling words. These 
too, were corrected by the teacher and rechecked by the 
children. 
On Fridays, the two top groups were given a rinal test 
ror the week, either in the form of dictation or original 
sentences. In the meantime, the slow learners were assigned 
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an independent worksheet involving their own six words ~or 
the week, plus derived ~orms o~ those words. These were 
checked by the teacher and rechecked by the children. They 
were then given their test, which consisted o~ a dictation 
lesson on the six sentences which they had written on their 
spelling cards. 
All o~ these Friday papers in dictation were checked 
~or errors on the following Monday, as has been stated 
previously. 
The writers ~ound that ~rom time to time during the 
experimental period it was desirable to make some adjust-
ments in group placements and in word load. For example, 
occasionally some o~ the members who started out in the 
slow group were able, upon demonstrated improvement, to 
undertake the work o~ the next higher group. 
In some cases, the two top groups were kept together 
during the entire period. At other times, it was necessary 
to present the words on a four-words-a-day basis to the 
second group instead o~ presenting the entire list on 
Monday. 
There w.ere many adjustments in which individual 
children were able to achieve in the next higher level. 
The writers ~ound it necessary to keep the group ~lexible. 
This in itsel~ proved to be a motivating ~actor. 
,-· 
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In addition to flexible grouping, use of original 
stories, isolated word lists, differentiated independent 
worksheets, individually kept word dictionaries, and flash 
card and spelling card techniques, the writers added to the 
spelling method a further bit of trial teaching. 
In an effort to determine the degree to which phonetic 
help would improve the performance in spelling, certain 
1 practice exercises suggested by Russell in her doctoral 
dissertation were used experimentally. 
The phonetic exercises were presented three times a 
week for a ten-minute period directly preceding the 
spelling lesson. Several of these exercises tested and 
gave practice in visual as well as in auditory discrimina-
tion. The emphasis was on the hearing-to-writing bond. 
"Write what you hear" was a direction used frequently. 
The chalkboard was used continually in these practice 
periods. Worksheet test~ of auditory and visual 
discrimination were used. The plan of study was as follows 
1 Russell, op. cit. 
Week 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
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Lessons 
1. Ten initial consonants 
2. Ten final consonants 
3. Worksheets to accompany above 
1. Nine initial blends 
2. Ten final blends 
3. Worksheets for blends and a review of 
the work of Week I 
1. Short vowels 
2. Long vowels 
3. Worksheet for vowels and review of 
Weeks I and II 
1. Syllables 
2. Syllables 
3. Syllables and worksheet to accompany 
lessons. Review Weeks I, II, III 
1. Suffixes-doubling consonants and adding 
ing 
2. Dropping final e and adding ing 
3. Adding ing to entire word 
Changing ~ to i and adding suffixes 
1. P!'efixes--~, im, in, dis, un,~, sub, 
2. Review suffixes and prefixes 
3. Worksheet for suffixes and prefixes 
6o 
Final Tests 
At the termination of the six-week experimental period 
a testing week occurred with all groups. The handwriting 
skill test was readministered to measure growth in automati 
response to correct letter form in functional use. 
The second form of the Russell Learning Rate Test and 
Form E of the Stanford Achievement Test were also adminis-
tered in an effort to measure growth in learning and 
spelling power. 
A variation of the usual type of tests was attempted 
by the experimental teachers with the use of a series of 
dictated paragraphs involving the entire ninety-six words 
of the experimental period. In setting up these paragraphs, 
it was found to be an efficient plan to involve the thirty-
six words for the slow learners in the first four para-
graphs. In this way, they were free when their particular 
paragraphs had been dictated. 
A further variation in testing included the presenta-
tion of a multiple-choice test involving one correct and 
three incorrect forms of each spelling word. 
These two tests were administered two weeks after 
the experimental period was over, and were designed to 
measure delayed recall. 
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The results of the entire testing program, and the 
statistical tabulation of results, the conclusions the 
writers were able to draw, and the samples of materials 
used during the experiment are all to be found in succeen1na 
~ 
chapters of this thesis. 
CHAPTER IV 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to improve spelling 
instruction through the use of two techniques: 
1. Grouping children for instruction on 
the basis of the Russell Learning 
Rate Test. 
2. Supplementing the direct teaching of 
spelling with work in phonics. 
Tests were given before and after the six weeks of 
teaching. The data were analyzed to determine: 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4-
The change in learning rate. 
The change in spelling scores on 
a standardized test. 
The number of words retained from 
the list taught. 
The reliability of the two tests 
devised for use in the study. 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF MEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AGES 
AND INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
No. of Children C. A. I • Q. 
Total 
19.5 
Mean 
9 years 2.5 months 
S. D. Mean S. D. 
106.6 12.5 
The table above indicates that the population used 
in this study was of average intelligence and average 
chronological age for Grade Four. 
N. 
19.5 
TABLE II 
MEAN SCORE IN RUSSELL SPELLING 
LEARNING RATE-PRETEST 
R. Mean 
o-6 
Of the children Who took the first form of the 
S. D. 
2.0 
Russell Learning Rate Test, 33 failed completely, while 
22 had all six new words correct. 
While the range of scores was 6 points, the 
Arithmetic Mean was 2.7, with a standard deviation from the 
mean of 2 points. 
N. 
19.5 
TABLE III 
MEAN SCORE IN STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT 
SPELLING LIST: FORM D-PRETEST 
R. Mean 
2-87 40-1 
64 
s. D. 
13 • .5 
The Arithmetic Mean on the Stanford Achievement Test: 
Form D was 4~.1 on a list of 100 words. The standard 
deviation of 13.5 along with the range of 85 points 
indicates the wide spread of the scores. 
TABLE IV 
MEAN SCORE OF ALPHABET TEST-PRETEST 
N. R. Mean S. D. 
19.5 0-26 23.4 
The mean score on the alphabet pretest was 23.4, with 
a standard deviation of 4.2. 
The letters that presented most difficulty were q, x, 
v, and z. This test was included to indicate whether or 
not lack of knowledge of letter formation was a handicap 
in spelling. 
N. 
195 
TABLE V 
MEAN SCORE IN RUSSELL SPELLING 
LEARNING RATE-FINAL TEST 
R. Mean 
0-6 4· 7 
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S. D. 
As in Table II, 195 children took the final Russell 
Learning Rate Test. The mean score of 4.7 indicates a 
mean gain of 2 points over the first test. 
N. 
195 
TABLE VI 
NffiAN SCORE IN STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT SPELLING 
LIST: FORM E-FINAL TEST 
R. Mean 
3-89 45.4 
S. D. 
13.0 
The mean score of 45.4 is 5 points higher than in the 
preliminary test. The standard deviation of 13 shows the 
population is still widely spread. 
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TABLE VII 
MEAN SCORE ON ALPHABET TEST-FINAL TEST 
N. R. Mean S. D. 
195 21-26 2.6 
The mean score of 24.8 shows some indication of gain. 
It is also very close to a perfect score, indicating that 
only a few members of the class have not mastered every 
letter. 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF MEAN LEARNING RATE BEFORE 
AND AFTER THE TEACHING PERIOD 
Test N. 
Pretest 195 
Final 195 
Mean 
2.7 
4· 7 
S. D. 
2 
S .. E. 
(Mean) 
.14 
.1 
Diff. S. E. C. R. 
(Diff.) 
2 .17 11.76 
A study of the table"above discloses a mean gain of 
2 words. The critical ratio of 11.76 is statistically 
significant. 
TABLE IX 
cmiPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON PRETEST 
AND FINAL TEST 
STANFORD ACHIEVEIVJENT SPELLING LIST 
Test N. Mean S. D. S. E. Diff. S. E. C. R. 
Pretest 195 40.1 13.5 
Final 195 45.4 13.0 
(Mean) (Diff.) 
5.7 
The difference of 5.7 yields a critical ratio of 
4.25 which is statistically significant. 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON ALPHABET TEST 
BEFORE AND AFTER TEACHING 
. 
Test N. Mean s. D. S. E. Diff. S. E. c. 
(Mean) (Diff.) 
Pretest 3.01 
R. 
195 23.4 4.2 
1.4 3.01 .465 
195 . 24.8 2.6 Final .19 
The difference of 1.4 yeilds a critical ratio of 
.465, which is not significant statistically. 
Because the group that found spelling difficult did 
not study all of the words, the multiple choice and 
·- -~--- . -
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completion reviews given at the end of the study were 
analyzed separately for the two groups. 
The means and standard deviations on the total test 
are given for the advanced group. The means and standard 
deviations on the portion of the test, 36 words, given to 
the slower group, were computed and reported separately. 
TABLE XI 
MEAN SCORE ON MULTIPLE CHOICE TYPE 
SPELLING REVIEW ADVANCED GROUP 
N. R. Mean S. D. 
133 91.1 
The mean score of 91.1 is high, although the range of 
42 points as well as the standard deviation of 7.8 
indicates a wide spread of scores. 
N. 
133 
TABLE XII 
MEAN SCORE ON COMPLETION TYPE SPELLING 
REVIEW ADVANCED GROUP 
R. Mean 
86.3 
S. D. 
l=e~~==========================~==== 
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The range of 54 points on the completion type spell-
ing review for the advanced group was 12 points greater 
than that on the multiple choice type spelling review, 
Table XIII. The mean on the completion review, 86.3, was 
4.8 points lower than that on the multiple choice review. 
The standard deviation of 9.6 was 1.8 points greater than 
that on the multiple choice type spelling review, 
indicating a wider spread of the scores due to the 
difficulty presented when other words were included with 
the spelling words. 
N. 
62 
TABLE XIII 
MEAN SCORE ON MULTIPLE CHOICE TYPE 
SPELLING REVIEW SLOWER GROUP 
R. Mean 
7-36 30.8 
S. D. 
The arithmetic mean, on the table above, was 30.8 
on a list of 36 words. Although the spread of scores was 
wide as is indicated by the range the group as a whole 
had retained a large number of the words presented. 
!=-~~==========================~=== 
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• 
N. 
TABLE XIV 
MEAN SCORE ON COMPlETION TYPE 
SPELLING REVIEW SLOWER GROUP 
R. Mean 
4-36 26.8 
S. D. 
The range of 32 points on the completion type spell-
ing review for the slower group was 3 points greater than 
that on the multiple choice type spelling review for the 
same group. (See Table XV) The mean of 26.8 on the 
completion review was 4 points lower than that on the 
multiple choice type spelling review. The standard 
deviation increased 1.9 points to reach a wider spread of 
7.2 points. The increased difficulty with the involvement 
of other words in the review caused a lowering of scores 
within the group. 
In order to give some indication of the reliability 
of the two tests constructed for the study correlations 
were computed between odd and even items on both tests 
and between the two types of tests • 
TABLE XV 
MEAN CORRELATION COEFFIClENTS ON MULTIPLE CHOICE 
AND COMPLETION TYPES SPELLING REVIEWS 
Tests Completion 
(Odd 
Scores) 
Completion 
Type 
(Even Scores) 
Advanced Test 
Multiple Choice 
(Even Scores) 
Advanced Test 
Multiple Choice 
(Whole Tests) 
Advanced Test 
.85 
Multiple 
Choice 
(Odd Scores) 
.93 
Completion 
(Whole 
Test) 
.75 
71 
N. 
133 
133 
133 
The correlation of .85 between Completion, even scores 
and Completion, odd scores for the advanced group, showed 
high reliability. That between the Multiple Choice odd and 
even scores for the advanced group, .93 was also signifi-
cantly high. The correlation between the Multiple Choice 
and Completion whole tests for the first group .75, was 
good. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
As previously stated, it was the purpose of this 
study to measure the ·results of spelling improvement after 
teaching in small groups which were selected according to 
learning rate scores and after supplementing the spelling 
instruction with word analysis techniques. 
The following conclusions can be stated after a study 
of the data: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
There was a statistically significant improvement 
in the Learning Rate, with a mean gain of 2 
points over the pretest, and a critical ratio 
between the two tests of 11.76. 
There was some improvement, although not 
statistically significant, in the alphabet test. 
There was a statistically significant improvement 
on the Stanford Achievement Spelling List, which 
was indicated by a difference of 5.7 in the 
comparison between the. pretest and final test. 
The critical ratio was 4.25. 
There was a high mean score of 91.1 on the 
Multiple Choice inventory test. 
The Completion type inventory produced a high 
mean, 86.3, although lower than that on the 
Multiple Choice Type Test. 
There was a significantly high,reliability of 
.93 on the Multiple Choice Type Test. 
The reliability of .85 on the Completion Type 
Test was also very high. 
The reliability between the two test types, 
Multiple Choice and Completion, was .75 which 
was a good correlation. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
~ 
i 
I 
SUGlZESTIONS FOR FUR'rHER RESEARCH 
1. The procedure used in this experiment could 
be used on a larger population or in a 
varied regional population in an effort to 
obtain greater reliability and validity in 
the results. 
2. Control and experimental groups could be used 
to determine the difference in learning 
between the two groups. 
3. A similar plan of stud-y could be cona.ucted 
at the third and fifth grade levels to 
ascertain the consistency of the results. 
4. An item analysis of errors on individual 
tests could be made to determine the mumber 
and kind of errors made. 
5. An evaluation of the results of the auditory 
and visual techniques as employed in the 
spellinb experiment could be made. 
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APPENDIX A 
TEACHING MATERIALS 
COWboJ' 'l'olllfl' 
Toii!IJ wos the bap'.)tftat bor ln the ~orldl l!e lived oa a •anoh 
vlth his ptlNnts and hta brothel- Bob. Re loved to bNothe the drf, 
cool, Weatem alt- as he played eovbol'S rmcl llldl&Da vtth hte brother. 
Eaob boJ rode on a small lllle. 
"Yt,ppee-aJ' 1• ahoute4 foiiiiiJ &I he ch4ae4 IIUllan lob • shoot tns 
an aztrov at b!a brotherta ptltnte4 taee. ftyout!•o do&d, S!.t·i;;~··.:..2. ::"~.::.J 
!lit the 4uatJ It vas pooz- Bobte dut,- to t-Oll ott t:-:e ~c U..t~ die 
on the lone prclt'S.e., A look o~ tear on bis :'aoe. 
Beat4ea Bob, ~ommr•• tavorlte pl~t• wae Skipper, G ban4aoa. 
collt.e. At cllnnel' tt.Jae Skipper 1t.ke4 to ohoee the ll\llea to the 
atable wbere the bop fe4 them. 
Pother u4 ld.a •lper, Melc, tt.Hcl fltoa thet• lcdl7 work, 
dro•• JAto tu ,....s. •a, oovbqaJ• waa Da4ta peetliJS •• tile two 
••n an4 the bo7• vaabea thetr 1'ao•a an4 bancle iD the oola, water-
t1lla4 tuba outside the bouuo 
"CoM an4 set l.t, oowbor•J" l.a.tbett oallo4 flt011 the kltohell 
clo()r., an4 the ~ •n ehaae4 the boJ• to the tcable. 
A btG cllmler ot ate~ meat, 'fegetabl••• apple pte. an4 hot 
t:oeo~ rsa4o •••...,_. ...tonel'-la. Alta• ~Z' the two boJ• 11ke4 
to shaM t1W lut pteM ot pte HcJthel' alv~a lflYe4 tor- tl»a. 
At nlcbt the 1'IOOU WOD14 wecwe a. rlbbcna ot 11pt &eJIIOea the 
corral where n amo1l b~ ot outtle rl0Ye4 ~etleaJ17e 
~lad l•aae4 "* •lut the poNh. •s eosal4 ue a ••11 
tr:..ttor • tbat pt .. • et tuw. laa4 MU' ~ •"*•• M ~terecl 
to H<>the!'4 •tld.Atat 1NJ eM~-" a.•JI'JOU 1at 'l'ltetl7 
.,, 
• 
•!hie 8Ul'e has been a vonder1Ul 4~,· DQC! aat4. looJc=t.bB 
' 
acnae h!a land. 
0lt ~ baa.• Bob satcl. et .. teblash1s abort lese. 
•1 a~ee, tool• T~ sota. pattlQBSkipper•• atrons baok-
rm4 llothe1- D04cle4 her s1eep7 .1Jac4. 
lfVell_ nov. alllee we have all hacl auoh o. soocl 4&.'8 • v)IJ 
4oatt J'OU bOJ'S aay 0. quick 8004•Jdgbt 8ftC1 H&l' ~Ul'aelvea oft to 
be4t1 
!OIIIJ' &Del Bob lalev bette1- thaD to aay another voi'Cl euept, 
"Ooo4•Diaht. to:t.kaJ• 
IDif WORDS& 
.... bHath.e ellUe ,... 
rae ... J'lbboa eoeoa 
... ... ... i:Jto.oto• 
--..... stable ••• pJAJate 
_.,-.. ----
~­
....:. 
i'i:~: J. ~:·· 
. ~ .,. .. ·. ._.., :' .. 
.. • :. ; ~.' . J ·~. 
1 
.:: . .., 
l, 
'·i". 
- ,, 
.L .... "::; 
Test on week's wor~. ~ictntion of sentences. 
1. 
2. 
3 .. 
(. 
:i a 
f.:·ti;lQ).e rJ~S l1urd \70X"ko 
..... ...,.. .. ....___....... 
hare! to brosthc ._.. _ _
T~ 
. ..... 
uBcd ~ tractor to o~ll t~e hGDVY ------~ . \ 
that ribbon. he ~ill tcor it to 
.. -..-..-..~ .... -
.. 
\ . 
. . 
l. 
l J 
.. [ 
' . 
r: 
.L 
r 
;_ ~. . '.:. ·~. . 
J. 
I 
Oc• .J,. ·r• P,-,' ''·1 "'··' t~ v- ... . .~ .... , . 
hct')J.~. .. _ _._., 
I ··1: 
of 
a~' J, ~\.5. ~~ \~·.· ~~ ... ~1. r. 
• ......... ~_.,., .•o.a-..-... _..-. to•ouo:-=-~-...... 
[;!:··::;_-~(-:.:: 
- .. ~b··-~ ... 
r 
J:.All ;:;ro1:p3 r:::afi the stc::.•; .. , un~orline v·ords, <11scuss rneanings.o 
ngree dnily 
2. ?rJte the wcrtis on t:ro board v·:tth sentencea. 
Does yp1r ansv·rer agree with :r.J.ne? 
~ father gats the -daily papero 
3. Eave pn~:t l.a v·ri te · ,,orCI. nnd sentence on a 3 b:, 5 carE! o 
·~.. Ft;,ve pupils stndy t;ha ~JO!'ds, V'l"ite them on pqper, and write 
t1•c sentences of their ov•nu 
V ednesc'1ay 
.I. L:i.~t;·"'te s<S~ntencef:>$ leaving 0\l the wordso 
2. I-Jcve p1rpils write the v:or0s .. 
fear playmate 
4., Discuss the vowel sound heo:rd in fear. Vh~ is 1t long? 
,. hat 1 i ttl a v·orc ls :1 n i t'l P'o;;:' many syllables :tn each viorcH' 
fi .. Disc.nss t;"--:o SJ<lle.ble3 heard :in plr~y:mata. Discuss vovrel S01Jnr1s 
hGar~ in anch syllsb!e4 Yhat small ~ords can be fonn~ !n 0eah 
s.11able'i' · 
l r ~•.te ·:.be wo~'cis end semtences on e. 3 bj 5 ce.r·dc 
·i'he solcHe:r· C"l id not f'onr the onerr.y., 
,)_rita 
~. 'rite words on 3 h~ 5 cards ~ith sentences. 
~~. Have pnpils st,,dy the new words anc1 review the week's list. 
The;y n~s:y ask each other.the words., 
Frida~ 
.L" Pass 011'1:; work sheet for pup:Lls to do 'i''hile ;you are testing 
groups I and 2 o 
2. Dicta to sentences to the e;ronp. 
A. Torr told me it is going to ~now, but I do not agree v.lth tdrno 
1::. Dnc1 gets the daily psper on his wp.y from vuork o 
t! • D ir you te er Jour nev• c Oflt? 
D. Po1ly likes to share to her new to~s v·lth h0r pJE!ymates.., 
F.. I fe>1r it will ra:I n before ¥'G get holTle., 
r ork She(!,t I.e ~n~ on One 
Io Look t=1t the 11.st of wo:N'lEl belov·o Vrite t:he list again in 
alphabetical orctero 
-----------------
-----------------
agree 
tear 
daily 
On the lines belov-r w.·rite the words with a lona a aouncl o 
-· 
~~.. \1 hat vo,n•el sound do ~ou hePr ln these wCJrds'i' 
Agree 
f'ee.r• 
4o Look at the list o~ '-"'ords age.~_n. Sny each word to :;ourselfo 
If a word has one s;yllable, V'rite it in column Io Tf a v•ord 
has tv.·o syllahles, write it in column II" 
Column I o 
5, V rite the correct ~~ord on the line o 
to rip 
to divide sorne thing 
'"i th someone 
a friend who p}.ays 
Column II 
_________ every day 
_______ to be afraid 
to be alike 
~­
r· 
• Initial con~onants - r, b, h, c$ d 
p, l', s, t, w 
Caution to To:.~che:: Bpeak e .;.ell word very distinctly~ In dicta tint; 
the list be care:f'ul not to indicate tl:e wortls 
with different initial consonants by drop-
ping your voice. Wutch each child's reaction., 
Use letter nanos (not s.mnds}o 
(Teachor sees that e ... ch child has paper t:ind pencil.) 
"I an t;;oin~ to say some words that be0 in dif:fei"ently. Write the 
f'irst letter of' the word I say." 
f'am:J.l_l 
11Wha"~; lutte1 .. did you write'/ Yea,~~ .family be0 ins with f'aa 'Teacher 
writes ron tha boardo) 
bacon 
11Wha·t letter dici you WPite?" {Teacher Wl .. ites bon the board .. } 
habit 
"Wha:!i letter did you wri te'/ 11 (Te,.tcher writes h on the boardo) 
"Hri te t:t.e first letter of e;;~ch word I dictate .. tt 
e,'lin nachine baker lamb .fair camel jelly 
cahbatGe daily handle jam barber laugh joke 
lace jail ·hallon mro•ch haven't mate-rial jolly 
d~nce ra:tr cabin rancy g:lrl deep gif'ts 
( t .. : ~.1.0 :·~ all }iC1~rc :Cl '1.l.shed~ rei·.td answer~ for checking.) 
1< "I...:i.:d~c.m. ·::.o these WOl.,de: :family, f:..~.l.J."'~ i'ault, fe~:;.therso 
lrhrit; letter does each be0 in with!' 1-:es, Ehch bet.;ins v;ith f'o No'.":is 
I r:..:m go:L::::,~ to say some words. M.~my of them be0 in with f ~ but 
.r.:cn.e cio n0t" Listen caref'ully s.nJ. ·~;pi.te the f'lr~t letter• ot: 
l,... ' - ..... c~ A."<-n,,\.. "1 e"' n ... b"" ··n ..... ";..J.I_., ~..., :-HU:.L:. WC.c·.-. ~Jl!<.;t..o ~<?~~ "='o~ lil· .•• •.d-.:!;.• 
J.'ar'l.i:Ly!J fc.i.r, f'w-1, c~c.;.e, f'1-1t..tlt, ~.;.~<r·.::-~,e, February, t'arminc., 
::·.z,ath(-J:s::>::> ~ h2.:r.:m~ 
~i.Jw .. t let.tar-::o d5.d ycu 'Nrite·? c, g~ Hnd h a1•e oor·rect. Cabe 
begin.~ ;;';:!.tL c; £:,Rr'e.:;e bt-10 :i.ns wit",~~,; u:.1c, ha"t"m beuins with ho 11 
/P:r.:-r·r,11~•,'; "'!o'i_,_r.>!:: <' · Anr1 }· r)'- ·r-··~~---'i, \ l~)l-l the. c?llB.,...S l>e in (,~~~·i. ... -·;-~'~ ::;J. .. ~~--... .......... ~0)- ···-~· J~s.l ;,~c:.,_J..~_:.:..j .:., .. •·'-' ........ ·'" -''V 
•d.th 1:~" ?·.-istcr:; to aJ.l ·~l;e vmrd8 s.~;;,;::.d.:1. n (T&'-~c};er repeats the 
• 
···, 
ten vmrds.,) 
2.~ '~J: .. j.nten to these words: band, bank, banner-, barrel. ~lith what 
let·tcr does ead: bet,in? Yes each word be0 ins with b .. " (Teach., 
e1:• Wl .. ites it on the board .. ) ''Now, I arn e,olnb to say sorr:te more wox·ds. 
l:1nn:r oi' them begin with b but some do not... Listen carefully and 
write the first letter or each word tl:at does not betJ;in with b .. 
bakn, gR.s, b11lloon!il barber,. barrel, banner, geese, i'asten,. bank, 
band., 
What letters liid you write?n (Teacher calls on some childo) 
"G, g, and i' are correct." (Teacher writes S&i g, '£, on board .. ) 
''Ua~ hegins with g; geese be0 ins with b; and :rasten be6ins with 
f.. All the others bee;in with b., Listen to all the words at,;ain." 
(Teachol'" r·epeats the ten words.,) 
3~ "Liaten to these words; haven't, hate, handkerehie!'. ~ath what 
letter does each bee;in? Yea, each one bee-ins with h.. Nowwi am go= 
ing to say some more words. Listen care.fully and write the first 
letter of each word that ~ not bee:,in with h• 
4o 
hall, hma, handkerchief, camp, lad, hatch, mark~ hate, haul~ 
havon't. 
va1at letters did you write? c, 1~ and mare ribht." (Teacher 
writes c, 1, m on board.,) "Camp bebins with c, laq bebins with 
1 11 and Ynll!'l{ be0 ins with m. All the others betiin with h. Li~ten 
to all the words l~afnt." (Teacher repeats the ten words.) 
"Linton t.o tlJese words: canoe, cannod~ cane. With 
doetJ eaclJ one be0 in? Yes, each one begins with c. 
to say some more words. Listen carefully and v~ite 
tor of those that do not begin with c. 
-- -
what letter 
Now I am going 
the f'irst let-
calr., camel, campin~, candle, ladies, mad, cane .fairly, canned, 
canoe .. 
v~hat letters did you write? L.~~ m, and fare right .. " (Teacher 
vn:•ites 1~ m,· f on board .. ) "Ladies be0 ins with 1, mad bet;ins with 
m, zmd i'airly be61ns with r. All the others bec,;in with Co Listen 
to all the words abaino" (Teacher repe~ts the ten wordso) 
"Listen to these words: deer, deep,~~ decorated.. With what letter 
does each word bee;,int Each one bebins with .E:,o Now listen cctrefully 
and write the first letter of: ei-J.Ch or the .followine; words that 
~ ~ begin with do 
da~hter, daylibht, Qead, bake$ December, fallen decorated~ deep, 
dt:}er, harra., 
Wha.i; letters .did you write? B, r, and h are right. Bake begins 
with bjll .fallen be0 ina with f, and harm be5ins with ho 11 (Teacher 
writes f on board as she sAys fallen bebins with F; b as she says 
ba!n~ l>et,;:lns with ]l; and d as she says deer begins with ~·) . 
"l:,i:~tt~n to all the words a.baino RR.ise your hand when you hear 
one that does not be0 in with Dort 
6. '"Linton t'> these words: palace, pajamas, paino kiith wt:at letter 
• 
• 
doea eRch word begin? Each one begins with £6 Listen carefully 
aud write the first letter or eaeh of the followinh words. that 
~ ~ begin with ~· 
PtlGe:r paid.., pail,. pain, safely, quarter, pair, l)ajamas, waist~ 
paln.ca 
\fllat letters did you write? s~ q» w are right. Safely betiins 
with s, quarter begins with q 5 anu waist begins with w. Listen 
to the words again.. Raise your ha.nG when yol.;l heur one that 
~ !!,2! begin with ,E.o · · 
11 l~iste11 to these wox-ds: r~il, r...a.ftto radio.. V'iith what letter 
doen oa<~h beein'l Eaall one bee,.ins with r~ Listen car~f'ully 
and "vrite the first letter ot each. of tne followint$ that does 
~ begin with £~ · ----
rail, wait, rainbow, ro.ca, radio,. raft, mail~ railroad,. nail 
1/'Jhat letters did you write? w.., · m., n are ribllt~~ Wait be~ins 
with w11 t11a:Ll ba~ins with m,. and aail besins with n. Listen to 
the words again~> Raise your hand when you hear one that does 
-not begin with ro 
- . 
8... "l~isten to these words: same. salt, sailint,;. With what letter 
doan each begin? Each one be~ins with~· Listen carefully and 
Wl'ite the first letter of each of' the following VJords that 
does not begin with s. · 
-- -
safety~ sail, sailing, kiss, pan salty,~~ rainy, same valentines 
\~1at letters did you write? k, p~ r, v are right. Kiss beGins 
with k- pan begins with p. rainy begins with r, and vs.lentines 
bugins with v.. Listen to the words ~e;a.in. Raise your hand when 
you hear one that does not begin with s. 
9... Listen to these words: taken, tale, tame. i111th what letter 
does eaoh bahin? Each one be~ins with t. Liston carefully and 
~~itc the first letter of e~ch of the follow1ne words that 
.;;;d;.;;.c).;;.e..,.s Ee1 b ee1in with i ... 
tn.kenp tale~ v1ll!J.6e:~ twne, view=' tan, tank" ts.p,. sample~ tar 
~~hat letters uid you vrttite? v, v:J s are ri~ht.. Villa.e;e gegins 
with v, vie'll11 bet>ins tiD'ith v~ and sample bebins with Sc Listen to 
the words abain. Halse your hand w. en you hear one that ~ 
not bci6in with !o 
lO.. "Jjistan to these words: washint,) wasne t:r wai tif18. 'Wi.tll what 
lotter does each be0 in? Each one bee:; ins with w." ( Te~eher 
m .. i tea w on boards .. ) 1'L:tsten carefully and write tLe first letter 
of: each-of the followinb words that does not begin with.!.., 
waln,~:t, vegetables, waited, wander; railroad, waitillbp washing$' 
questions, wandered., wasn't. 
..... 
,.s. 
• 
What lettal"S did you WPi te? v :t r ~ q are ~i~ht o Vebetables ho~ina with v, r·:dlroad het:,)1.ns with r, and questions. be6ins 
\v!th qo Llsten to the words aea:i.n. Raise your hancl when you heo.r one that does not bcc;in with Wo 
-- -
,,....._ .... _._. ............ __._ ......... ----·------....... ··-·--·--
.. """".,...,.. ......... --...-.--.. - .... -...-----.. -·-------· .... ;·~ 
• 
PUPlr..'S \;i:)ltKSEEl::T .;.I) No • 1 
(To 1\ccompan:; Leason One) 
lo b h r k s 
2o d f b p q 
3 .. h l m n f 
4 .. !' b ll g 0 
---------------------------------------,. 
Oo p q c d b 
Oo q, r d p v 
7o b s t r c 
8o s r v m n 
9o t r s d. h 
---------------------------------------l6c 
" 
n m w h 
llo c b t s r 
l2a 1 .. v m t h 
13 .. l~ f c p w 
l4o c r h r w 
• 
f;'. 
,. 
I 
• 
CIIECK JN AUDITORY .fill~.FTIFICA~PI:.JN ·:>F INITIAL CONS.>NANTS 
(Give eHch pupil a copy of .Pupil Worksheet No .. 1) 'bn this paper there 
are rows oi' letters.. I am ,bointil to say a. word that bec;;ins with one 
of the lei;te1•s in Row 1.. You a:l:"e to circle the letter with which the 
word I s~:r beu:Lns .. " 
(Letters on child's paper ru~e as belO\'lo) 
l. fmaily b h g k s 
"vV11at letter did you circle'! r. is rightofl 
I) 
,~0 bacon d r b p q 
11\1/hat letter did you circle·? b is rl 0 ht.," 
a .. habit h l m n t 
"What letter did you circle? h is rie;hto 
" ' 
-
4 .. cabbage r b h g 0 
"What letter did you circle? 'C is ritiht .. " 
-
{Same procedure for remainder of test,) 
-~---------~--~-------~-~~----~-~-~-~--~-~------~-~-~----~--~---~~--~~-~ 
r· u3 •.h\~~ly p q c d b 
flo pack .q r d p v 
,, 0 race b s t r c 
B., sack s r v m n 
H., tag t r s d h (Check) 
--------------------~~---~~-~--~~------~-~~---~~~------~--~---~~-----~--
lOo wagon v n m w h 
l.lo batTel. c b t s r 
12o hatch f: v m t h 
13 .. candle b f c p w 
14 .. field c r h r w {Check) 
·~ (Teacher checks ,Japers to soe which consonants are botherine; individual 
childl~an., ) 
.. 
' 
• 
• 
LESSON TWO 
FINAL CONSONANTS- ne.ta s~ ram, d 2 l, t 2 2 
I AUDITORY IDENTIPICATION 
2 
4 .. 
(Each child has paper and pencilo) 
Practice !a A~d!~~l Identitication 
1.. nx,isten to these words: down, beaten, begun.. With what letter 
does es:ch word end? Each one ~nds with .!l· Listen carefully 
and 'liVri te the last lei·:ter of each of the :rollowint;; wol'ds 
that does not eii'<rw!mi n;."" 
~~-.-..- ..... 
addition, began, beads, apron, ship, begunjt beaten, begins-
down.tr 'b~ber 
What· letters did you writa·c s, P:t and r a~e right.. Beuus 
ends with ~~ ship ends with p, and b~ber ends with ~ .. 
Listen to the words abain. Stand w~en 'ou hea~ one T.h~t does 
not end with n. ----
-- -
ttListen to these words: scarf, beef calf. With what let-
ter does each end1 Each one ends with!• Listen carefully 
&nd write the last letter of each of the following words that 
does not end wlt~fd .......... ___ -
leaf$ puff, beside~, off 7 proof; calf, answer~ bebin~ Deer, 
scarf 
What letters did you write? S~ Xt and n are rie; ·,to Besides 
ends \Vi th ,!, answer ends w:t. th £P and behin ends w 1 th ,Bo 
Listen to the words Sbaino Raise your hand wh&n you hear one 
that does not end with f'" 
-
"Listen to these words: across, less., angels. Witl:. what 
lette:r> does each end'/ Each one ends with So Listen ca~e· .. 
fully and write the last letter of each o.f-the follmving words 
that does not e:nd with So 
. ............._.~ ..... 
across~ apples, bother, bottom~ ashes, music, address, beaches~ 
benches,. ene:;els 
Whn.t letter•s ciid you vJrite? R~ m~ and c we rib t. Bother 
ends with!,, bottom ends with m, and music ends i'Jith .2,o 
Liston to the words againo Raise your hand when you hear tha 
ones ·t.he.t \..io not end ;tn So 
...................... ~ _..... 
nListell to these WO:l'ds g 
d.oaE: .each end? Each one 
write the last letter of 
does not end with r .. 
.........-~ -~ -~ .... 
better~ car~ bar.. With what letter 
ends with r~ Listen carefully and 
euuh of the following words that 
· anger:t brother, attic, tnother, butter, girl, bar, car, glass~ 
but tor., 
• 
• 
• 
• 
5 .. 
What letters did you write? 
ends \Vith c..2. gil .. l ends with 
Listen to the words a6ai~, 
that does nO~£i end With ro 
-'-. 
c. 1, and s are ri~ht. Attic 
!, and blass ends with So 
Raise your iJ.and wLen you heu.r one 
"Listen to these words: 
does each end? Each one 
·wJ•i te the last letter of 
!!£! !!!.<! with !!!(> 
dim, drum, room., With what letter 
ends with !!!o Listen carefully and 
each of the followinL VJords that does 
arn, dream, eArn; bedroom, drum, equal, dam, finger, film, 
dimo 
What letters did you w:rite? N~ 1, and r are c·orrect., Earn 
onds with n, equal ends with 1, and fint,cr ends with ro 
Listen to the words agR.in.. Raise :rour hand. when you hear one 
that does not end with m.. ' 
---·- -
6.. "Listen to these wo~ds: around, build, balred. ~ilithewhat 
le·tter does each end'l Each one ends with .9_.. Listen carefully 
and write the last letter of each of the followint, \'tords thlit 
~not end witb d., 
af'raid, asked, almost, anev/\-:red, bad ~urn, A.rit~ metic:~ b~iked:~ 
build~ around .. 
.\ 
What letters did you write? T, n,. and c tire correct .. 
ends with t, burn ends with.!h arithmetic ends with_£ .. 
ten to the wares at,ain.. Raise your hand wr.en you hear 
~ !!2.1 end with do 
Almost 
Lis-., \ 
-Pne th~t '\\ 
7 .. 
\ ,· . ' 
·~ '•. 
. ~ ~~ 
Listen to these words: ball, boil, awfulo ··\vith Whilt letter;·· ' 
·, . . { "\ 
does each end"!· Each one ends with 1.. Write the·· last•., ll..etter 
of' each of the followin0 words tl:a~-:-uoes not end vH.th ..!.• 
\ \ 
angel, awful, damp., animal, b~..t.seball, bo'il, court, heauti:f'ul, 
ba.sltetball, cousin.. \ 
What letters did d·ou write·? P, t, ami n are rigbt.. Dar.1p 
ends VTith p,· court ends vlith t, cousin ends vtith n.. Listen 
to the \·lords al,;ain 9 Raise your hand wr.en you rear• one that 
does not end with n .. 
-- -
' 8. "Listen to these worti.s: absent., can't, act.. With what letter 
docs each one end'? Listen c ..t.refully and write the last letter 
of each of the followin£, ,,ords that ~ ~ end with !o 
n.hsent, bannet•, burst, act, bump, can't, antr> burnt, carried, 
apa.r·t., 
\Vhat letters did yo1) write? R, P:~ and d are corrrJct. Banner 
ends with ~' bump ends with g.., and carried ends with do Lis~ 
tan to the wor·.is a6 a.in 9 Raise your hand when you hear one 
that does not end with !o 
9.. "Listen to these words: map, chop, lampo With what letter 
• 
• 
10 .. 
• 
•• 
d.oes egch one end? Ll::;ten c a:r•efully e.nd write tl!e last let-
. ter of each of the followln~ words tl!~t does not end with E.• 
asl~~ap$1 lamp, sold, chop, rna!,, shelf, list, pop 11 sharp, 6 roup .. 
~fuat letters did you Wl,i te? D:. f and t are rit):to Sold ends 
o:.dth !!_, shelf' ends with t..~ and list ends with !o Listen to 
the words Uf:)aino Raise yonr hand when you heax• one that does 
~ end with £o ----
"Listen to these words~ CHlb 11 rub, rob. With what letter 
does each one end'l Listen c·:t.refully And write the last let-
ter of each of the following words that does not end with .'!lo 
t,Tab, c:.:a.b, soap, throb, t;rub, rub, scrub, split, c::trd, al-:rub .. 
What lettP-rs did you writ'e? P,. t, and dare correct., Soap 
ends with .E.:- split ends with 1~ and c~rd ends with do Lis<o 
ten to the words a~a.in.. R-Lise yo~1r hand wr.ten y )U he...tl:" one 
that does not end with b. 
-- -
,';' 
~St~110()]. 
-------------.... --,~·-~--.. -·~ .. - .. 
• Pul' IT 'r• lf'ii'JR .. : .::·-;·, . m .:c;, No 2 .. ~ ,--, •l' .~'at..)) .J .. J J. - I C 
(rio Accompan:Y Lesson Two) 
1., af'rn.id apron ahead across 
2., list lan1p lanti. lear 
3o a'}rcss a.sleop ashes address 
4 ... barrel barber bank band 
So dl~AU.'M deer deep 
,.. 
Oo ankle avenue afraid 
7o ~llSOS gifts c;irl 
8o ban){ burnt band bHke 
9 .. salt sane scrub sail 
10 ... card bail equal crab 
llo match maple maid nature needle neck naushty 
12 .. <illll~lltior daylit,ht bank band barber bArrel 
•• 
~f:c:, 
r> '~ ~·~. ' 
• 
• 
, . . ,,~
QL~i!2li 2!i ~JJS1!AJ.: I:Pt:.NTIFICA'J' IQ~ .2E F'INAL CONSONANTS 
·---
(<.avn 011t Pulbil' s \\orksheat Noo 2., Teacher writes word underlined ir1 
lis·t belou on boa!"d, 
erases it.,) 
er..;u=~es ito Child circles ti~e V.'Ord after teacher 
lo afraid aEron ahead across 
2o list lamp land leaf 
-
3o ncros;3 asleep s§hes address 
4o barrel barber bank band 
5 .. dream deer deep 
-
6a anl-tle am avenue af'ra1d 
7 .. gases gifts girl 
So bR.nk burnt band bake 
-
9., salt same scrub sail 
-
lOo card boil equal .6!'_ag, 
llo !':'latch maple maid nature needle neck nau.gh.ty 
12o dAughter daylight bank band barber barrel 
• 
• 
• 
I 
l·· 
Seoond Lesson 
A Oamping Trip 
A group of four boys sat out on a caraping trip. The~ deo1ded 
..... 
on a ~lace in the woods not toQ tar. from the U!ghway. Here they 
put up a tent w~1ch was to be their shelter for the n1ghto It 
was a cold night ~d the hot ehoco1ate· they mad& tasted good. The 
temperature during the night was so low that the brook froze over 
and it was necessary to chip a hole tn the ice to get water tor 
bathing and cooking. 
\ihile out· eX:plorin_e in the woods that afternoon, the boys 
one of them thought it would be a t:t'eat to have it 
r 
tor supper. As he started to chase it, the rooster ran away. In 
the excitement it fell into a diteh and was cau(]b.to 
As the boys were cooking the rooster in the copper pan., the 
man who owned 1t came o.lons. lie thought the boys stole his rooster» 
but they eXplained what had happened. The bo:y-s could not 11&igb. thA& 
rooster 1n order to pay the right pr1ee for itp eo they agreed to 
pay any figure that the r.mn felt was right. · The honesty of the boys 
pleased the man and he did not r11elte them pay anything. Instead• he 
joined them in eating the meal Which was nicely cooked. 
B'l \iORDSt 
bathing treat copper temperature 
brook chocolate stole fi~e 
h1{1)1wey nicely froze shel.ter 
pice ditoh weigh rooster 
T~ 1 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-: .:.. 
J. D·J..C_ 
• 
"0") 
for 
· ... 
·" ' . 
.L ,_. 
Th~ nurse wlll u~ 
~.._,.,....,..H •. .,_....,.,_.~·-·-···••....,..u.,_ , .... _. 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
'· 
', .... ) 
• 
• 
.L ,:. 
~~t how to solve ito 
~our demon worde from la~t week • 
• 
• 
Second Week Group Three 
Non day 
All groups work toge-ther reading the sto:r·y, f'indii1g the 
met-v words e.nd discussing their meanings, and underlining the 
new words .. 
· Then Group 3 co1•rects laf:lt Frida~' s test and does a phonic 
work sheeto 
Tuesday 
I.. Present the two new tr.rords ___ bathing brook 
2 o /{sk for the vowel sound heard in the word ba.thingo 
c=o_o. _____ _ 
3G Ask ror all the words they can think or that begin 
with bro 
~-" Discuss the number or syllables in each netpr word ... 
5.. Write the rollowing sentences on the board: 
I like to go bathing in summer .. 
----~-~ May we go skating on the brook now? ... _____ q:aeg 
6 .. Have pupils copy words and sentences on filing cards a 
7o Have them study the newwords, write them 11 and use them on own sentenceso 
Wednesday 
I.. Dictate Tuesday's words G r~la.ke brook plural .. 
2.. Present new words-------figure price 
3o Discuss the two dif'f'erent sounds of the vowel io 
4 . ., ·Pick put the small words in each .. 
5.. tvr>ite the .following sentences on the board: 
I can make the figure eight while skating .. 
ca--CD~GI'f-
The price o.f the book is $2$50 .. 
~ 
_/ 
• 
• 
Hedn:.Jsde.y (continued) 
6 4 Hnvo ;0U'J~ !.s c op:v the !·mrds .S~.nr.l. ·s~n.t0:rwes nn. f:i J.i~e 
caJ:--ds" 
Thursday 
I... !~~~:l.iclr. drill on ~~To:nda;t 's and Tuesday's words using 
the large flash cards4 Child picks a card and asks 
another to spell ito 
2 o Present the two net·IT t<~ords --- ... _ stole weigh. 
3o Give the dif!'eren.t meanings for stoJ.eo ( He stole 
a pencilo He stole a base.. She worfa a pretty stoleol 
4o Discuss the vowel sounds heard in each wordo 
5.. Discuss the number of' syJ.J.o.bJ.as 5..n aach, 
6" T:lri te the followin3 sentences on the hoard: 
~~o stolo my ~en? 
-----CIIttQ 
How much do you weigh? 
7o Have children copy theao on the !'il1ng cards nnd 
study them<) 
8.. Have them review the week's words by asking eacho 
othero 
Friday Dictate the rollowing sentences for the testo 
I.. Jane and her playmate went bEJ.thing dally last 
summero 
2. Tom ttTeigl.ts more this year than last year .. 
3. Hother has a new s·cole to wear to the party. 4.. You may skate on the brook if' it is sa.feo 
5" Can you i':'!.gv..re out how to play this gar.rm I 
6 o The pDice of the book is ~1'2 .50 and we will all 
share in p~y::l.ng for ito 
• 
• 7, 
; ' 
. 'i 
- . . . ' . 
.. 
___ ._, ..... ,_......,_,. _._.... ......... _ ... _ -----.......... 
2 o 'l'o ~.,rhich word.s can you add s? 
--..._-. .._........ __ _ 
3 o rro which tvord can you add ed? --------·--------
-·-·---...-.,.__, 
4o To -vrhich WOJ:>ds can you add d? 
5 
.Put a long mark or a short mark o·crer the fiY'st vo•.•Jel :i.n • 0 these wo1•ds 8 
bathing figure 
price 
stole 
6 o Put the miss1ng t\TOI•d in each of' these sen·t;ences: 
Ao What is the price of that ? 
-... -~.~-
B~ Can you make a _ _:_,~-- eight tvhile skatlne'? 
Co When 1-t is W8.rm it is fun to go " 
---------------
Do Hot·! much did you --·------u·-·last year? 
Be The cows liked to drink .f:."'om the 
farm., on 'the 
F'o The ball pla.;yer ---·------a base and came home 
sa.f'elyo 
Put all ;70t'r' cards in alphabetical ordero 
B Ca·r, ·c:::. speLL :.t.LL ti·,:Ls T•rcek~s r,,; 0 rc:.s·: 
" 
• 
-- -------
T AUDIT CRY TD?NT IF !CAT ICl\T: or ,dr ,pl, tr ,all .,br ,ch ,at 
(Ea·~h ohild baa pa.per. a.n·i pencil) 
l~ "tisten to tbeaa ·vords: Ol'azy, Ol"R.sl1, ol.·a.ck 9 Witl! 
wha.t t·vo letters doae ea.oh begin? F.:a.ch ona beginl:ll 
•11ith the bland, or. Listen carefully and :'l:ri te the 
f irat t·.vo let tEll'S in ~aoh Of the follo:ving \:VO.t'dG tl1a.t 
.ioes. !!91. be~in :~11th ..2.£o 
cra.ek, 01"9.-CkArsJ :irag • or:a..UA, ~.ra.de, glove, 
oranbe.rriee, o:rash, ora.wled, ornzy. 
11ll'hat letters Ji.j you w·rite'? ;.lr~ gr, and gll!l.re ri~J.,"ht. 
(Teo.char vr ites .jr, gr ,gl, on boariil nr~t.ft bRgina ·•!itll 
ir, grade begins ~\'ith ~, an•i ~lov~ b"gint-J witll gl. 
tTstan to the ,,ord.s again. Ro. se your hand t>'h~n you 
he"lr one that .1oae !!.21 begin witll .2.e:· 
2.. "Listen to these . .,orJ.s: Jress,.. 'h:ied., <.lra.\Vo With 
'\ . 
what t·,vo letters d.oea eR.oh b~g1n? Et.toh one 'bn~~ins with 
the blgnd of' dr. Listen oa.r~fully an,l :,vritFl' the first 
two lett ere i.ileq.oh of th"'J follot!fing vmrdf,3 tlla.t d2.!!!. 
!.!21 begin with k· 
..:train, grades, drift; ..l:ta.nk, ~lirlin~, .'lrivB, drrt.~.v, 
ctriea8 cream, ~ress. 
•OJ1r.t.t letters di:i you •:11rita? gr, gl, and or a.ra :right. 
(Taach~r ·,"'rites them on the boa.rd.) Gra.~ias bef{ins ·vith 
g;-_, ~liiing begins with J!!, a.nd cra~J.m' b~giiia ·,vith .2!· 
''List en to the 'VOrds a.ga.in.. Rais$ your hand \Vhen you 
hea.r one .that ~ Jl2l b~gin •vith ~· 
ttt1st en to these :vords ~ plan; plate .t pla.in. Wit}; 
w·hat tlvo letters doee ea.oh be~in? w.aoh one begins 
with the bl~nd., I?_!. (T.e~toher writes ,E! on boa.rd.) 
Listen a.nct •.'ITrit.e~e first t'.vo letters ,_n ea.oh o:r th~ 
follo•ving ll'lorda that .ioes. !!21, ba~in with ~· 
place, pl.!Ulk ... PX''~.ot ioe, thank, pla11t pla..yma.t e. plain» 
plate, shade, plano 
What lat LeEs jid you 'vr,itlllJ? p.r, th ~ and ah are right. 
(Taaoh~r '.vrites them on board) Praotioe be~ins with 
12.£:, thank begins 'Vit.h !h., a.nd shade besP,na !Vith eh o 
Listen to the .. ,ords a~in. Rttise your hunde wh~nyou 
hear onA thn.t .ioee !!,2l b~gin 'Vith &· 
• 
0 
4.. "Llsten t1: these words: pre~ty, prayer, pra.y. Witl1 ·vl1at 
trvo letters joes each begin. Jt~aoh one bl9g1ns w1tlt the 
blend> E~· Listen ~nd write the firat two l$ttars in 
ea.tJh of Lhe fol "!.o ving •vords tha.t does ll2!. b.,tP.n wi tb ~ o 
5· 
pract ici:-·g ~ p:.·a.y > preach, plane, stable, pres a, trnoa, 
prayer, p:ret t'/, pra. ise. 
What ~#ttarP. did you write? pl, at, and tr nre right. 
(Teao"ler '1!1rll.tes th<3m on board} 'Pj,a,nebeg1ne 1dth E!,, 
.!1!£~ begins \lVith ,!1, and trace b"~ina with !!_. List~n 
to· • .ne worc.s a.ga.in. Ra.1se your ha.nd ,_v}lj:)n you bear one 
tbr' does M~ begin with E£• 
'' .. istan to the following words: trap, tramp, trainQ '!'l'itb 
that letters does ea.oh begin? F.a.oh one begins with tr. 
Listen to the :following tvords and. write tha first twC> . 
letters of ea.ah one that does ~ begin with ,tt. 
trace, tra.ok 8 thin, trailer, train, tramp, ·step, tr~p~ 
trapper, pleasant. 
What .:iid you w-rite? th, st, and pl are right o Th 1!1 begins 
'Nith th,. steE begin a with & .. kktxQt .E,l$~aant begins with 
,E!o 
b. "Listen to the folloT.-.ting words: sharp, shaka, sllape. 
'I 
' . 
1Vith uJh.at two letters ;1oes each bl!gin? F,aoh 190rd begins 
with sb o Listen to the following wor:.ia a.nd writ a tha 
t·irstt·vo letters of each onf'3 that does~ bagin with sh. 
shade, shact.y, abad.otv, shake, sha.llo·.v, starving, third». 
shape, tra.vell~d, sharp. 
Wbl'l.t J.id you !~~:rite? st, th, &nd tr a.re right. Starving 
begins ·nith st, third begins tdth .!£, and. travalliniL 
beQ;ins l~Vith !.!_ .. 
Listen to the following nords: br11ge, hrave, b~as. 
With what letter d.oea each begin? Ea.oh ona be~ins tfitll 
J2.!. Listen to the following ~vo:rds a.nd •.vrit e tlle first 
two letters of ea.oh that does E.£! begin •fith £.!o 
branches~ -brand., brass, brave, ola.ss, breast, i'.resh.;~ 
spell, orick, bri:ige. 
What did you write? ol, fr, and. sp ara right o Class 
begins ·.llfith al Jl fresh begins :fitb fr, and spell bag ins 
with .!E,o -
S. 'Listen to the folloNing 'Voxd.s: oha.t, oheap,~~ oha.rt .. 
V'ith what letters .ioea eaah begin? Each one begins Htith 
.!!,£.. Listen to the following ·.'Vords and ~aite the first 
t..,·o letters of each one that does .!!21 begin 'Vith .91!· 
• 
• 
chair, chalk, chance~ change, oha.rt; chaee 8 she.do\V, ohaa.p~ 
clear, braes., 
llfha. t d 1d you write? ah , o 1, and b r :].re r igh·t • Sll.adow beg ins 
wit~ §E., cJ.ear ·oegi.n~; 'vi th .2!..1> a.nd bra.ae begins with ~o 
Listen to these \vords~ ete1a.l., ata.ge, sta.ok. With wh~Lt t•vo 
letters .:ioes each bee:1n? Each one begins with tha t>J.end,,!l. 
Listen and writs the first two lat'ters in each of th~ following 
words thR.t . ioes not t•agin '.Yith .!!,a 
stack, ata.rvet aha.J.y., sta.gr,, thankful, staa.l .. et~i.ra, station.P 
playground, starok. 
Wha.t letters di1. you write·, ah, th D and pl ara right.., 
(Teacher ~V:rites them on boG-rd .. ) Sha.di bt9gins tvith !h, thank-
!!!! begins w1tb !h_, and. ..e·V-Yground begins c11'ith J?.!. L.i.atan 
to the tVords aga.in. Stand ~Vhen you hear on~ that does !1.2! 
begin with .!!_o 
• 
I 
• 
:.~IFTH LESSON 
Auditory Id~nt1f'ication 
lo Lieten to the following \'lfOrds~ la.st.:~ moeta n$ato 1ff1th 
~,.,hat two letters does ea.eh end? Write tha last. t•'fo lett~rs 
in ea.cb of the following word.s that does ~ end with· 
the bland .!!.!· 
pa.st, reet J roast .v test~ belt, ru:~t, :t'elt 11 firat, belp » 
breast o . 
. Wha.t -iid you ~rite? (C'.a.1l on soml'l ohildo) lt 9 lt :J and 
lp a.re right. Ralt ends lliTith lt :~felt ands •v:i.tb !!_, and 
help ends "?lith l£• Listen to the ·,~Vords a~in. 
Listen to the following words: 
vvha.t two letters d.oes each emd? 
the last two letters in eaoh of 
does not end with the bland oh. 
- -
rioh, t~7aoh, ~toh. \'1/rith 
Th,~y end '-Vith oh. \JTrite 
the follo;dng 1vorde that 
bea.oh, benoh, bunch~ church, help.n ditoh, aaoh, inch, 
rust, wish .. 
\Vha.t :i id you "Vr ita? lp, st SJ R-nd. eh ar~ ri~ht o Help ends 
,d.th _!E., rust end.s ~vith ..!!!.» and iV"ish end.s :vith !!h., · 
Listen to the words againo 
Listen to the follo;ving ~'Vords: cement, al!nt .. tent. m1th 
'JVhat t·no letters ioes aaoh end? ~ell *'nds tliJith nt. write 
the la.st two letters in eaoh of ·the follow.l.ng ·vords that 
does not end with the blend nt. 
- -
a.unt, bent, oount, silent, past, pa.vem$nt, wa.ntJ inob» 
unpleasant, fiftho 
Wha..t :iid. you write? st J ch, and th ~re right. Paet ands 
"lith at, inch ends •.1fith oh, and. fifth Ands 1vith .!!!.· 
Listento the words again. 
Listen to the fol.low1ng lVOrds: 
what t·~o letters does ea.oh end? 
the last two lotters in each of 
does not ~nd with the olend rdo 
._._ . -
cord~ record, birdo With 
F.aoh ends with l'd. Write 
th~ following words that 
wo~~ sword, rev~rd, want, yard, path, orohard, heard~ 
sil~ntp cardbo~rd • 
~h'l.t :tid you write? nt) th ~ "'-Od nt are right o mant ends 
with £i, path ends ~'iTith th .o and ailant "nds •vitll !!1· 
Listen to th~ words aga.iii: 
• 
• 
56 · Lj.st(;)n to the follot¥ing :vorus:: 
~hat t,o letters aoes each end? 
th a la.et t ~;ro 1 et t e!"s of !:laoh of 
not end. with the b.Lemi nd" 
- ~ 
tt~hind _, I.H~nd., find o ~"Tith 
E~.oh r:::~ncis "11th nd .. , mr it r":: 
th~ folJ.O•\ftng '11oids th~1.t :.i< 
behi.nc:!., benj,, brand, yard., find~ rP:-i.nd, raoo:t~d~ north.~~ 
l~nd~ mind, pond. 
What J.i..i you write? rd, .t'\}i • .:l and th ars :!:1--;ht o Yn.:cd ~11::!0 
with rct, record ends 'Vith r.:i ~ s.nd north and a '"ith tho 
Listen again to the ·.vord.a o-- --
6o Listen to the t'ollo:'ling -~~~~:E'ds: born~ yarn, return. W:.l.th 
'lllhat two lett ere does ea.ch end? Each ends ~vith the bland 
rn o Write the last t~o la'tters in ee.oh of' tha fol-lowing 
words thta .. t joes !!.2l end •.vi th ,Elo 
born, burn 8 corn, past~ learn; pattanl, behind, popoorn, 
tent, return, worn, yarno 
What did you ·.vrite? st ~ nd. 1 o.ncl nt a.re rigllt o Past ~nds 
w~.th st, behina ends :vith nd a.nci tent ends ·.d.tlt !lJ;. 
Listento the •qorct.s a.a;a.1no-
7 o • say the follo ... ving rvords after me: gulf» sal.f ,~1folf. ~ith 
~h"lt t\'O letters does ea.oh enci? Eaob enda "vith lf., 
w;r ite the last two letters in es.oh. of th~ follo,ttlng words 
that does not end. with llo 
gulf, herself~ it self, rest, myself, land, \'IOlf 1 bath. 
'Vha.t did you :.vr ite? st, nd ~ and th J.tre right. Jt.,s·t Aneta 
'Iilith st 1 lend. ends with nd, and. ba.th and.s ~ith th. 
Listen-to the words a~in7 
3o Say the follo•.1ving words aftl3r me: lift, S<>ft .. swift o 
T'lith ·'Vha.t t~vo letters does eaoh end.? F.a.ch onFl ends ·i!ith 
the ftna.l blend. of ft o Write the ln.at two lettnra :ln eacl: 
of the follow·ing t"Vords that does !l2i end in .fl. 
11ft, soft, swift, rust, thrift 6 
:lfTha.t lid. you rwite? et is ri~:z:ht o Rust and.s wlth .!!1· 
Listen to the words againo 
9., Say the :follo·ving ·~mrds after me: select ,:t:a.ot. obj eat. 
lVith what two lt:Jttars ioee each end§ F.aoh ona ends 1vith 
the t' inal bland.,ot o write the last t•vo latt~rs 1n aaoh 
of the follo;JU1ng •vords that does not and in ct" 
- -
subj set, ocm.iuct ll fast, impn.ot, insect" 
mhat :iid you ·vrita? st ie right. Fast and.s :.tt:i.th at. 
L tat em to the .vord.s a.gQin. 
• 
··•'v" 
le ,, List en to the :follo·ving ~vorda ~ fish~ t'!lash ,~~ epla.sb e 
liith llilhat two lettsra :ioes ~ach and? Jt~s.cb ends ;vith 
the blend; sho Write the la.at two latters in eaol& of 
the :followiilg wqrd.s that :ioe~ E.2!. t3nd ·vith tha bl~nd_, ,!h. 
f reah, 1noh, clash, smash, tra.sh, past, i.hr ift o 
What li:i you ''lrite? ch _, st, and. ft are right. !no~: ends 
in oh, past ends in et: and thrift enae 1n ~~u Liatan 
to the ~vorJs a.ga.in o -
BIX'l'H LESSC:'J 
(To ua u.eed follo·ving Ji'.i.fth Lasson) 
Write ·the first t 1YO lett ere of eaah o! the follo ving 'VO&"ds: 
c.ra.ek drain t.rtoka chain 
drug orea.m sta.ge pla.oe 
prsss starch crops brow;ht 
chimn$y sha.do•:w d.rees pl~nt 
drank ora.sh starve pretty 
write the last two letters in eaoh of the follo"''ing 'vorcls: 
brea.et. bunob unplsa.sa.nt reward 
heard spla.sh popc,;orn select 
print such spent bla.olc:bos.rd 
round. instant pattern sw.U't 
itself objeot intend grind 
• 
e 
•• 
Fun \fuile Riding 
When Jane and her twin sister go riding9 they lik$_ to play 
the alphab$t gama 0 They nome things they see beginning with all 
,!11 _2, and so on dotm the alphabet" 
The last time they were riding, they deeided to print on a 
oard each wol"d the'f found., Dad wanted them to explain the gaJD$. 
to him so he eou1d play. J'~e would copy down his ~1ords for> h.1m,q 
Jane saw a buttertiy and Molly $aw the word ~ on a store 
window. She saw a olerk in the same store and so had a e wol'd" 
-
tooo- Dad saw o. picture o:r toast on a. big sign board, but Jane 
told him that he ha.d to start at the beginningo. \fuen they rode by 
the harbor 9 they saw a ship eomillg into dock., On the top of the 
sh!p~s flagpole was a hugo eagleo Dad said the word eag1~ f1rsto 
When they got dmrn. to the s l~Tords 9 l~olly saw a shovel and Jane 
-
saw a kitten. with o:range stripes wq.shing itself. They had fun 
until they eame to the letter .!o Dad saw a picture of a whale g 
but the others did not notice it~ 1-Jb.en th&7 arl'ived home, Dad 
had. the best score and won the pr1Zee 
NE\v \'11 OBDS t 
twin ol.el'k itself buttel"'fl,-
beef' stripes copy eagl.e 
shovel explain doCJk notice 
P~int. toast whale ~core 
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Third W~ek GrouJ III 
l'olonda.y 
.Tuesday 
Follow th? genaral Honds:y ple.n .. 
I. Present the naWt..r lrrords ... ----··--- copy explain 
2 o Discut:lt:-i the l'!t:ll1bGt' t."''i: SJ' llabJ.«)S in es..ch and where to divide 
the syllableso 
3" Discuss the "Tmvel soundf: heard in ee.c~h -vrord .. 
4.. tl!ri.te; the follo1r1ing sontences on the 'boa1,'d~ 
Copy ~our work neatly .. 
\'Ifill you explain to us ho1,1 you did that? 
5.. Have pup:l.ls write the woX>ds and sentences on f!bling cards .. 
6.. Have pupils stude the words and tvrite s~ntences of their 
O\ffi using the t\l·ord.s., 
Wednesday 
• 
Iq Flash T~esday 1 s words for pupils to spell orally~ 
2.. Present new words --------its~lf notice. 
3.. Discuss the compound word itself. Have pupils write himself, 
herselft> ~nd myself., 
4.. Discuss t;he syllables and vowel acunds .. 
5. Write the following sentences on the board: 
The watch 't•Till wind itselfo 
Did you notice my new coat? 
Jan€, read the n·~tice about the party .. 
6o Discuss the meanings for notice .. 
7 o Have the childl'"en copy the wol~ds and sentences on ~:'i.ling 
cardse 
I. Present the new words ------- score 
2o Discuss the syllables in each and the vowel eound 
heard in each. Review the vot,rel rules for ee.ch wordo 
3. Write the following sentences on the board: 
vfuat score did you get in the arithmetic test? 
Jane's twin brother looks just like her. 
4~ liave the pupils write the words and sentences on.the filing 
cardsc 
5o Have them study these words and the week's words. 
6c Have them put all their words in alphabetical order. 
It1riday c Sentences flhr dictation 
I. Will you copy this notice for me ? 
2o I will explain the score to youq 
3o The twins liked to share everythingc 
4. A cat washes itself with its pawso 
5o If you tear your paper, you will ha,re to copy it 
over. 
6o The twins weigh ten poundso 
• 
Io Here is you~ list of words~ la~d eecb 0ord c~?eful!y. 
2 copy 
twin 
i.tseJ.f 
a 1 beside ito If it has two syllablas 9 put a 2 bsside ite See 
how the f.'irst one :ls done o 
3o In the spaces below, ~opy the words in alphabetical order. 
2 .. 
4o Write the two words you r.ee in itself., 
5o Mark the vOl..rel sound you hear ovez~ the V(H~el tha:i:i ia under·linedo 
ao score do copy 
b., notice e., twin 
Co explain 
· 6 o Read each word in column I. F'ind a lirnord in column II 't<lrhich 
sounds like it. Draw a l:tne to it .. 
Column I 
self 
score 
~ 
twin // / 
plain 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Column II 
spin 
traln 
help 
more 
e 
• 
VOhELS 
---
~~~it()!X 
Jjint~ll to these v1ords: Ethel, Al.ice, Oscar 
Which name begins with A'? 
Uhich nmna beQin:~ with E? 
Which name bet.:,ins with 0? 
Liate11 to these names: Isidore, Uncle 
Which name bet.:.ins with I? 
Which narne bo0 ins with U? 
The V()Wels Ji,\l"e a, e, 1 ~ o, u.· (Teecher puts the vowels on 
blaclcboarcl.) In >:)ur uictiontt:ries sLort vowels are 1t1arked 
like thlls: 
I tun LOi~ to say a word. Say 1 t a:rtar me anu then write· 
tho vowel with which tl:.e followi~ words be0in~ (Check 
~~tor each :rive .. } 
( Gi vo children paper ancl pencils~) 
lo if 6.., oppose llo odd 
2~ objec·t ? .. on l2o intend 
3. occupy 8. Alice 13. until 
4. is 9. Ethel 14. operate 
,5o Edv,rurd lOo oblong 15 .. obscure 
lti. ink 2lo 6fi0 S 26. up 
17. act B2., am 27. opposite 
18. ed.tie 23. upset 28., inside 
19. odd 24. office 29;. opposite 
20. under 25 .. inner 30. until 
31. inner 36 .. inches 41.. add. 
3~. elephant 37 .. on 42. ef1bine 
$S .. ankle 38 .. uncommon 43 .. invited 
34. . olives 39o avenue 44 .. upstairs 
35. understand 40. empty 45. October 
•• 
-~--
' -
·i.: :.~:. ',·. (. {. • ~- ·: 
1 .. bus s .. fi?O:ij; 11, deslt 2,, fish 7o hat 12~ nut; 
3 .. top 8c bel1 13 .. cat 
4r~o hand ';,)" bed :L4 .. la:mp 5 ... cup lOo leb 15. hat 
{Ckwok papers.) 
('l'oachel .. t,;ots ·tl:J. s rule .from cli:1.ldrEn, -.~!rites S.t on board., Chlld.~" 
ren s1r;i :it., } 
If tlwro iB only one vowel J.cttt~r in the mltidle of a word or s~rlc" 
lable;i tha·t vo,'wl 1.tsuall~· .l:':as iijs short sound .. 
" ~--~-~~ j.~·-:,i_,:_· ~- + ··~;, .. 
!~f!~ 
(Give children paper and pencilo) 
~eache~ says~ nsometimes a vowel sa~s its own name in a 
. wo~tio Then we l:e~ll' the lon(;;) sound of the vowel,; Lone:. vowels 
are t1arked like this in our uictionary: if, '6~ Y» 'tS"=' tro I 
ara goint to SR.'J ten woredso You are to write the letter for 
the vowel sound J'OU heat.... Ready .. n 
lc 
H., 
3 .. 
.. h 
fio · 
6o 
7,. 
a., 
Ho 
l06 
goes 
meat 
tail 
sail 
wait 
olaan 
coat 
i'e~d 
goat 
boat 
'tWhat did you write$ 
"What did you write, 
"'L"Jha t did you w:zoi te, 
"What did you write~ 
••what did you write, 
11Vfr.1at did you write, 
,.What did you w:raite, 
nwhat did you write,~~ 
"What did you wr 1 te ~ 
'tWhat did you write, 
? Yes, 
-?Yes, 
-?Yes, 
-9. y 
- SS; 
_?Yes, 
_?Yes, 
_?Yea, 
_? Yes;~ 
_·t Yes:~ 
_?Yes, 
0 is :righto 
e is right., 
a is righto 
a is ri~hto 
a is righte. 
e is :ri~hto 
o is righto 
e is right .. 
0 is righto 
0 is righto 
(Taucher says, "~ !!!£ vowels ~ tot?ether ~ usuall~ he il'" 
the nante ·o:r the f'irst vowel$ and the second is silento In 
----- .....__ ............. ---- ........ ............... ----- ......-. 
spel1111ti11 ~ ~ ~ remember ].£ write ~ silent let1~ero 
!!hall \1e write this rule on our j)apers e.s I put it on the 
Teachor writes ~oes on the board and says$ "Tell me the silent 
l§tterto rt Same procedure for the ten words above .. 
Te!wher uiota.tes the ten words.. Children write them Check 
pa.pflrs at end .. 
Visual 
(Give children Worksheet} 
Uere ~u:-e some words which b.ave long and short vowalso Mark 
tho vowels Jou h~~ or aas with the long or abort mark .. 
(Teacher c.lemonstrates .. } Cro~s out the silent vowels .. 
yoar wait h(:~n meal had ~' pig &oat t;et boat pat milk 
.feed band not lea.f slof>p mud lie help bitr. but end coat rain mail feel · east not meat pie t;oes die fun his got best cut jump_ stop bus did 01-earn tail 
.feet fast eat cool keep clean run bite lace rice rf.!ke hope line ate 
No\v we will take a test on these words VJith lon~ and s·-,ort VO\'Jelso Teachf~r diet t.tea words in BbO'iC list .. ChiJ..:,ren ltr.ri te them .. Ch.ccl! pl.tperso 
.e 
•• 
~rr>no 
-·- - ~ .... -~.._ .. 
yo~r 
1~1.~; 
r:1:ll!c 
sleep 
but 
feel 
'""oea •• > 
beat 
c:.id 
ee:t 
bitG 
lin(? 
-·- .. ~ ... ~" ............. ~ .. ,,. ' ..... ,.,.., 
'· L~- .. \.~ ... ·:. ,__ \.·.- •.i. .. :_ • .... :.-_ :._;_ 
\Ti'it hon ~--1~fj 1 
soot zet ::mt't 
:ro~d bcnc1. ilOt 
:nud lio help 
end coc:t rc-.111 
Or'. at not meo..t 
die fun his 
cut ,jump r:to:p 
croc.m tr-.11 feet 
cool l~eep clet.>n 
lf'.CO ride l"'t-'1'::0 
nto 
h. rei. 
pet 
le::-f 
big 
pie 
sot 
blts 
:ft".St 
hope 
.... -~ ··--·-~ -..... .., ~ . _, .... 
vou~J. c. :>-r7-: 
Croce out the 
t:10 ·vot·rcJ.:.:: 
~J.lcnt· 
'l'U!"il ~tour pc.per over~ CI'lc1 ttr:l.te the l·rords cs your toccher (1.1ct:->teo tl'loD . 
a.,. 
~' 
.. -~~ -
Fourth Lesson 
A Pull a11.d Pl"o:f'i tabl0 Da;r 
We ho.d begun buying materials ~or our club to use in our 
meeting pls-o&o Lie had decided that whatever the cost, there 
ware some o·th~:r things that we must havrao F_r~om the bank we 
·had drawn several dollars which my .friend put in her purseo 
I tore a pi~ce of paper from a soratoh pad and listed the things 
1-1e would bo buyinge At the crack o:f dawn lf!e raced down to the 
station to board the express train for the city~ We felt that 
1-re would gain a g:L .. eat cleal by shopping in the big city storesQ 
The nUlllbe:r oX things that; we were able to get .for our money 
proved that we were rightQ We bought a big vegetable bin, so~ 
shower soup that smelled sweet. a sott pillow for the chair, and 
. 
a basket in Which to ~~~t h~avy logso We had a .full d~Z 
lllEW viORDS 8 
lift club vegetabl& buying 
crack I 
toll's begun 
scratch 
·Whatever drawn e.xprsss P'IUJtll& gain sweet pillow showet-
'\ 
' 
J ..• 
" 
< 
• :' 0 
l 
'! • 
Jictcte Story for the week~ 
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(a carrot is one} 
{lie;ht rain) 
(a ras t tr•e.ir~ ) 
(what c.andy is) 
• 
.. • ·: 
• 
.....)·('J 
~.f). 
scr>a.tch 
• '.' .. , / .1) t ~; ·-
Fellow general plan. 
I. Present the two nevr wo1•ds -~-~--- begun buy:!.ng 
2~ Discuss the meanings. 
3., Discuss the syllables in eaeh and the vowel sounds h.eardo 
4. Have the pupils spell begin and begano 
~.---a.--
5. Hav9 them find the root word in buyingo 
6.., Write the following sentences on the boazod: 
It has begun to snowo 
t-Ie a:re buying a nev: '1' • V c 
7. Have the pupils write the words and sentences on the 
fil1.ng ca:rds o 
8.. Have them study the words and use them :ln sentences of. 
their own. 
Hednesde.y 
I. Review Tuesday's words uaing the large flash oal .. ds o 
2. Present the two new words ------· club shower 
3. Discuss the meanings, vowel sounds heal"d, and tbc 11.umber 
of syllables in each word. 
4. Write these sentences en the board: 
Our club has 28 boys in i ·to 
The shower lasted 2o minu.tes o 
5o . Have the vhildren copy the words and sentences on the 
tiling cards. 
6. Have them study these and Tuesda:y 's 'jlrordao 
• Thursday 
I. Dictate the foul.., review t-Iords. 
2. Present the two new wo~::ds -------- tore vogetable 
3. Ask if anyone can sec a piece of furniture in the word 
vegetablE).., 
• 
':·m:.'sCiay (continued) 
• 
f. 1:1, $vt-C. -1-J,e.. cl,t/Jr-e.n 'UJ-1 de...-~ 1-~•T<I T-he.re. .. v-e... f.,..,,.. 
s. 
syllables in ·chc -~.;Ol"d vegets.ble. 
rete~ tore his jacket~ 
A potato :ls o. vegetable o 
ii&.ve the pupils cpp-y these anc! study themo 
Have them review the t-rc.ek t s t-iol~us and put tl. ei:r cards in 
alphabetical ordero 
Dictation of sentetlees .. 
It has begun to snow .. 
Our elub has a new shower room. 
Mother 'VIas bu.ying vegetables for supper o 
feter tore his coat on a nailo 
It l~mks as if we might have a showera 
Did you notice the club the man was eer1 .. yi g~ 
The sho\-:rer began after suppavo 
F'riday 
I., Here is your list of 1~'o:r.•ds c Read each ,:>:n<;) cEt:r-?.fully" 
':egt:n 
::iihC"t:rr:-:t• 
cJ:v.l: 
v~-,ge;tmtle 
bu.y:l.ng 
tore 
2.. Which words have only one syllable? 
)., Which words have two s~ll&bles? 
~--~-------
~-"' Which word has four syllables? 
5.. Write the correct word in the blank~ belowg 
vegetable a., r1ot:rer was buying -·------
bo sometimes in the summer we hav~ two 
in one dayo 
:for suppr;)~ c 
6.. What word would you put in these two sentences? 
a.. After the we saw a lovely rainbow~ 
bo After the game the boys took a 
7., You can put the same word in each of these sentencem ., Can you 
write the correct word? 
a., We belong to the 4-H --~~~=·~" 
be The policeman was car~ing a ---------=--o 
Co The cave men used a ·to kill animals o 
-------e 8e Make sure all your cards are in alphabetical order.. Can you 
spell every word? 
• 
-• 
SYLLABLES 
_!¥ditory ap.d Visual; 
I 
II 
III 
Toachm .. 0 ives children hal.f sheets of ;;; . .t.per and has theM write tho Al 
ph11bot and circle all the Consonants. She writes tho word, 
Consonu.ntsll on the board., Discusses vowels H.nd oonson#ants again 
Tencll~r 0 ives out pupil• s \~orksheet No. 14 unci sa .. s, "We will say 
n word together, Then on the line b<:side that \'lo'rd on your Work-
shoat 'Jt)11 a.~e to write the lfast sound Jou he.!:lrd in the word., We 
will do three to0 ether and then check after finishinci each row .. 
Ret"lertbor that wLen ~he only vowels in a word or s,, lla.ble appear 
touether ~ ti.e first is usuall:; long and tlle second s:tlento 
Why 
see 
·lay 
cry 
i'roe 
tray 
tie 
go 
k~y 
Is a vowel 
or short? 
Worksheet~ 
Pl"onounoe 
ti-ny. 
la .... dy 
po-ny 
se-cret 
set sink 
roolt nut 
-
:r (like i) so. 0 buy y(:J.ike 1) 
e day a she e 
8. tree e spy y (like 1} 
y (like i) tea e dou~h 0 
e my y(like 1) we e 
a play a blow 0 
i M e sky y (like 1) 
0 
.e. now 0 true u 
e k11ee e pie 1 
sound at the end of a one$syllable word·usually long {Usually lon~) Read .the rule about 1 t .from your 
the words in Set II 
pa=per 
Jo ... s.~pb 
ba~sin 
sea-son 
rib-bon pup .... pet 
bas-ket hop-ping 
after me. The first syllable of each 
of these words end·a in a vowelo 
Do you hear a lo~ or ~ shqrt 
vowel sound at the end of the 
.rirst syllable of each wordo 
(long) Letts read the rule 
that is \v.t>i tten on yoUl' Work-
sheet. 
Pronounce the words in Set III 
after me. Does each of these 
words and syllables end with a 
consonant or vowel sound? 
(consonant) So the vowels in 
these words have lon0 or sLort 
sounds'/ Read the rule far set 
three on your Worltsheeto 
-• ·!>. 
(Pronounceable Units) 
List~nn to these war .:is and. tell me what vowels you bs 9..1"'. (Call on 
a pupll by name a.:eter sayinii;; the word..,) (Tes.chez- spealrs each .s~illabl·' 
ca:r~e,fullyo) 
J... bag 
2. re.b bit; 
3. pe11 ny 
4o };it ·ten 
5.., ·sail boat 
6.. !!lag net 
7. bas ket 
Bo ki tch. e11 
9. clap ping 
10.. spell ing 
11. re di o 
12. vi o lin 
13. cab 1 net 
14. key 
15. po ta to 
V~he.t vowel uid you he .. lr'? (a is ric.,ht.. !t; 
has the short sound.) 
What vowels did you'hear? {a.~ i) 
(e~ y which sounds like. i) (i, e) 
(a~ o) 
(a, e) 
(la~ i) {i, e) 
(a, i) (e,i) 
(a, i.~ o) (i, o, i) 
(a{ 1, e) 
(eJ 
(ot a~ o) 
Tee.cher syas:·· ~,..!Yllab__le is a· part o1' a wvrd in VJh.tcb we he~ 
... (or ,Sl!;t) one vowel soun~. Y may be usc~d as a vowelo 
( 'I'e acher gives out p"aper.. . Says, !tNumber from l .... 20 ~" ) 
'ei nrn goint. to say some ·.words slowly.. Write down the number 
2£. s;rllables yo't4 hee.r •. -
lo ra di . 0 
2 .. b! - cls ~ 3. n- -on 
4. - imal an 
5. :i! - -=-rn 0· J..6. - -.E.! per 
7. *f an o B. ·.- r b"i 
.~;. (IT' - -e. :f.>V. 
104- vi - ~t 0 
............ -
.. """"'-'··· . 
.. ' .......... · 
. . .-: ...•. 
... 
(answer) 
(3} 
(3) 
·etc* 
·t 
... ':' ... 
.. 
· ·'lle 
12. 
is .. 
14~ 
l5C> 
leo 
174 
J..So 
l9Q 
20. 
{CHECK) 
..... ;.· 
-:· .. . 
Toa,~her hns f'ollowinb table on board... Ohildz,en copy it an<;.\ then !--
word:3 in correct col,n!ln on paper· as teacher does on board ... 
!!J. one syll;;.hle word end 
m'mg mm one ennsonunt 
~fter a short vowel 
usually doubles the 
consonant berore a 
auf' .fix l:>ehinnin.s w:l th a 
vowel. 
A final silent e is often 
dropped when a suffix that 
begins with a vowel is 
added.e 
Words endiui:oa in a 
vowel and ~ or X do 
not double the con= 
sonant when the suf·., 
fix be0 ins with a 
vowel., 
--,------------------1---------------------~----------~~~ 
-':'\ 
• 
Name 3chooJ. 
------·------~---· --------··--- ....... - .. - .. I ·--~-
(To Accompany 
I \Jhon tho onl ear tobetLer tl::e first is usli.,;:::a;..;r...,~Y~~~~~~~~~"'-=""-=-=r--s'-----.....,_.A-_.... _ _.....,..__--. ...... ____ .....;;.._ 
II 
III 
On tl:w line boRide each word,. write the last sound ynu he.:il" in tha·t 
wor<io 
A 
\Vhy-
see 
--
lay_ 
ory_ 
free 
tray 
tie 
e;o 
key 
VOliTel aound a.t 
ti-ny 
la-dy 
the end of 
pa ... per 
Jo-seph 
a 
so buy _ 
day __ she 
tree spy-
tea dout:;h 
- --
my_ we 
j'lay blow 
-
he sky_ 
snow true 
knoe pie 
one s~lluble '-:ord is usuall.-,. 1:->n~o 
po-ny ba=sin 
se=cret sea.=son 
A s;{hJ:J~ble_ox!dinb in a vowel sound is c.dlcd an open s .. ll-J.bl~o 
_Qpan s;:f}-ables often have alonp vowel sound .. 
sot 
roclc 
wink 
nut 
rib-bon 
bas=ket 
pup= pet 
hop=ping 
A, s;tll•~le en~n9 in a consonant sound is c ... lled .a closed S,1 llable .. Olosud S"Tll.ables often lHlVe a short vowel sound .. 
catc:h torrw.to 
pflllow 
daisy master 
ladctor cherry 
----· -----.....--
c~rrot citizen 
----~----- --·----
• 
Fifth Lesson 
A 'rip ·on a Btg ocean L:S.ner 
The Smith family waa taking a trip to E'tu'ope. For Nan and 
~od it would not only be thei:tt fhtst visit to Europe. bu.t also 
-- their f'1rs:t voyage on a big ocean liner. The coach from Boston 
got them . 111to New York bJ )tOO · P .1-t. 
• 
• 
As they boarcl.ed the linel', theilt names were checked on the 
paaseng$r list. The man Who _bent over to Check the luggage tore 
.lis sb11't·. Ted wa~ very unhnppy because the man had to1'Xl hls 
altrt wb.ile checki!ig the familyt s luggflga. "Youtll have to pq 
. . . 
an 'ldditional $24o 7$, Mtt. Smith, in order to take those four extra 
su1t9asea with you.n said the checker.. 
A1other man took thetn to their ~ab1n, 11Gosh! this ship :ls 
just l~te a big hotel," said Nan. nxt even has elevators.• 
. 
"Whan the pilot blows the whistle.• said mother, "the ship· will 
sa.11 out of' the harbor." Man.y of the Sl1Ulllex- children beeame 
higb.tened. wheneve~t the whistla blew. As the ship sailed upon the 
h1s;b. seas, ';he seaport seemed to disappear. · 
The7 paa:sed many small islands. on one of these :t.alai'lds waa 
a beautiful wh'l. te lighthouse. !Tan Gnd Ted vo.ved to the lighthouse 
keeper Who was ct\tttng a green vine in his guden. A sb.:l.xll' blaok. 
~ow hoppe4 along a _t-ake. looking ~ox- s~th!ng f'ol' his lunoho 
on the "!ilirr to the shit;~' s plq'1'oom:, Ibtherr, llan• and ~e4 took 
a peek at the eng11U' ~om. llotherr pointed out to the oh1141'en 
some ot the pant bo1lel's, _:t;~s~ and dltills whioh Dl&de the sh1p 
aa1l. .Attez- their short visit# the,- went vp to the pl~om wh1oh 
was on the second deck. A life gu8.1'4 wa~ giving ninmttng lessons 
for the older ChildrenJ and tor the younger children. a clo.a vas 
doing some a1117 trtokso 
"Living on an ocean line is just like being in ~ big 
-~ o1ty8 n said llano 
'SEW WORDSI 
-
.. l:ist tank vine ! drill 
coaoh whoneTer seaport rake 
, torn cabin silly eXtra 
harbor bent 0~11 pilot 
• 
,.-' -·,..__ 
• 
• 
ccth:lJt). 
COi.lCh 
rake 
seaport. 
hal'"bor 
C~Cti 
extra 
drill 
1~.st 
pilot 
a illy 
·~ol""rl 
tan.k 
1., .Pass 'back Ft<id ::;'s '!itl'Or·1s fm."' corroction and 
writing in die·ionaries, 
2& Pass out we>eks stol"Yc Roac1. aloud.. Underline 
snell~ng wol"ds .. 
. 3o Go over meani ~ of words, 
4o Give pre•testo 
G1 V® wo:rtds and he. e child ':!sri te ct-m sentences.., 
,)'"....J'.'-
·:] '"/ 
_: (!.1~ '·' ~ 
• 
• 
.; -~ ~e!he.t; 'b'Ol'd you woulrl find between happen and bi:1Ul 
_.. .. J.__.,.,._..r:JL.~·;t.tft:'t-·~~ .. , 
iL'C; J.1 T·J}'lat H'.):!'d ~rou wouli find between 1r·e~1s r1nd. (~rill!{: 
...,._..,_..,<:'...,'"-'"".r,.._..,..,.._.,,~t '""r~~ ~,,,_.,..,..:,.,_...,.. . ...,.,.,......<0::'01" 
~-,, ~1 
·.J1"l9.'1; t•YOr'd you would find between pile a:nd. pinii 
" 
...... 
_._,_~----... :-m.z-~-..·:·•.:.'1\. 
e ,, 'n:::.E> oi1 tan_ :'LEJ empty., 
more than you neod 
foolich 
fi person 't-vho tee.ci'leT·s ·r.:.aseball and football; 
a carriage or car in a trainG 
A small house in the woodo 
"'"~"'t;'""'"""'-"'''_ . .., ______ _ 
something a dentist u~E3S on you1~ teoth; 
in case of fire; something 30ldier•s do,; 
EJOmething you dO t-Jhe:n JfO'U 'l:'tg f01'" oll ~ 
----------------~ 
~-~----
pilots 
• 
• 
Fifth VJeelt Grm;_p III 
Nonday Follow general plan~ 
Tuesday .. 
I., Have pupils correct Friday's dietation and ~rrite any mis ... 
spelled word correctly in own dictionarieso 
2& Present the two new words ---~--- drill extra 
3.. Have pupils suggest other 'tr1ords which begin with dro 
4e Discuss the vowel sou.nds, syllables a nd all the meanings 
for the wordso 
5o Write the followin~ sentences on the board: 
WE had a fire drill in school todayo 
There are eJctra pens on. the table o 
6.. Have pupils write these and the words on the ftiling caedso 
7o Have them study the words and write sentences of their owno 
vlednesday 
I. Have pupils pick Tuesday's words from flash cards at boardo 
2.. Review the two words .. Add er» ing~ s, eds est to these 
and to words previously studied .. 
3.. Present the two new words ***~~=-- harbor list 
4.. Stress the or ending on harboro 
5o Discuss vowel sounds 11 syllables, and vrhere ·to divide the 
words int? ~yllables .. 
' 6.Write these sentences on the board: 
lrie saw the ship sail out o~ the harboJ:a o 
Mother wrote vegetables on her shopping list .. 
7o Have children write the words and sentences on the filing 
cards 9 and stud~ each wordo 
' --~--
• 
• 
.,. e 
Thu.rsday 
I. Have the four words on the board with 1 ·tters mis~lng for 
pupils to fill in at the boardo 
3.. Discuss the mtlS.7J.ir:..g.~, v·m·J'$1 sounds, syl ables 11 an.d where to 
divide for syllables. Use rule for a el followed by one 
consonanto 
4o Write the following sentences on the bo rd fo the pupils to 
copy; 
The pilot rode the new jet planeo 
His jacke't 'Ne.s torn~' 
5. Have pupils study these and r~viet~ the mek 8 s wordso They may 
ask each other ·t;he '!rlOl"ds" 
Friday Dictation o~ sentences 
Io WE had an extra fire drill todayo 
2. We saw the ship sail out of the harboro 
3o Make a list of all the extra wordso 
4 .. The pilot's jacket "H!l.S to:rnc 
5o They were drilling fol~ 1>re.ter and got oi <> 
• I" Hel"'e :ts your l:hrc o:~ ·01rords ~ Read each 'lrWl"d ca:eezu:~ly, 
ptlot 
1rill 
toi•n 
extra 
list 
harbo:.t:> 
Put each of t:1·.~ e.bove ~.r~ords ln the correct et:>lurnn 
Put in the missing letters: 
= ... ill 
harb= ... 
P=l=t 
ex==a 
a tool for making a hole 
a place for sh~ps 
one who drives a plune 
ripped 
more than enough 
4o To what words can you add s? 
---------
5" To what words can you add ing? 
6o To what words can you add ed? 
To what word can you add er'? 
,-- -
• ·~dins in One conoonr-r.tt t fter !'. ~hort Vouel • 
.Frocedure: ;~o I9 then I!, then !!I. 
! 
III 
'P.ec cher h.r· s 1·:or~; n in .Hot·T 1 on the 
bo~ra.. Ghe pronounces r- Hord. 
T'a.on r: sltn the follo,:ring quentions 
rbout aech one: (r.slt one -.chilc1 
~.11 four queotionn ~bout one 1·rord.} 
:lOt'T mrny ~yll• oles in the t"TOrd? 
\Jh~t is the vm.rol? 
Is it long or short? 
i·Jhr-t consonr•nt. doen tho 't·rord. 
end 't1ith? 
J.. !Jcrub 
r~ shop ..... 
3. slip 
l.! .. step 
5. ctir 
6. tr~p 
7 .. trin 
8. t-Thip 
9. urr·p 
10. (:r~3 
II. 2.'er.cher 't·rr1 tea nuff'i~~ on 
t.he ~10l~ rd. r: nd s~=-y s : " F 
suffi:t is t''rl cnt.ing rdc!.ed. 
to r:: Hord to forrJ ? neH 
·nord. ·~-:~· t.ch ::~o ~ cld tho 
suffix in~ to tho 'trcr<1 n 
tre .1tu~t'Studied. ~.'rtch 
closely .. {Te~che~ 1·:riteo 
"·•O""'{' ~ ~0"'101·• - "'"'"""Ub~""l. .  Y>n l.l ... - ,f.Q "W' ... ~hJ.,\.' ! . .J .. "..~~
oypocite ecru~, etc.1 
1. scrubbinG; 
~. nhopt~ill0 
3. ::lip:;>int: 
1!. • !Jtep:?in.c 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
(") 
.. . 
10. 
ot1:rr'i.t1.5 
trcppin3 
tri:rr-c11ne 
-v7hi:9Pinz 
't:T:"'P:?ing 
c1r~ c:sine; 
-:Ihr··t d.id. I clo before !"d~.- :ln 
ihr. to Ot" ch uorCI.? I.et.' s 
't'l'ri te the rule 'for thin: L ~-s!llrble ~ ~ins in £nQ conDon~nt 
t:"fter t., "chort 11 ..... o,-rel usurll~ dou'bles ~ 
con.con~nt 1)e:tore 
VO't·TOl. 
Ter·ch.or oryo& u·,,'ords ~ r:~ou~>le ~ connonr.nt ~ ~( .. in~ 
Ql vide ~-)et't'rocn !!.h£ cont.on~·ntz. 11 
.. ~( .· 
• 
IV 
•• 
l\ .• , .••. , 
n-,~.et 1 r-. .··i~::i...·e f'o·-,r:; cf t,··1.00o -:·cr•t!o 1~11.:.0 '''1<11•·'"~1.-,r ·.,? -~r·co::rinc 
lL1.0n. ('.i.'c· c'1.er uri tcs tt'i-~Ed~:'f:·_o:."!. ·.;o, ~:) ;_·1 -~')re -:.~ht:>ll I 
Cr~·:·r t~:1e lL1.e. :etuec:n the t:~·;o ~1'~J in ri--:1t. '£h0 ;·ro~?l:1 loolt~. 
lii::o t:ti:- tri·:/,i:~:::.rr Te,.chcl'• ::ivan out. pr•J?Cl,.. .... T~ nr-~Jr:~ 
rr:;opy the ·['r::.1J.ot·:1nz \:OrCs f:ro:J. the ·~0:'"':1..,,"'. -~~y oc.ch 011-'?J to 
your:;o.olf ~nd t"'ivirla into t~·:o oyllr:Jle~ by c:r.-~·2.ns .. line." 
Li1:1t of \'TOI'l1 S f'or tGrcher to put on iJOr.rd .. Ci'ir~:~t one ir. ~"'.one.) 
1. C"·n/:"~1~ ..... 5. dlOP!?int; 11. tl"'i ·~l-"1i~:.1~: '. - -"',.,.:.. 
2. cutting 7. slip:Jine 1~. ~fl i:r; ;in.G 
3. ,., I'"' "''""i:"i,... 3. ntep~9inr; 1'3. "t·n:r;:J .. ·ing \.. .. c. i;...; •• ) 1 w 
1-J. .. runnin:$ 9. rrv:i:·rr:ll ~-1.fS 11~. r.'l"j. !.."'l.i ng 
5. ~cru.Y:>i:.te:; 10. tr~·:pliinS lS. :ott, 11.1 !"-~ 
To,... chor sr yr., 11 I ,. ·.~ ".'Oi:nr.; to t·rri t.e oo:.1c one cyi1r: ble uor-do 
end.inr~ in one _9on.sonrnt ~ f'tor .:. ~hort vowc1 .. Cppy thc:n on 
your p~per c:no. m.r'lre v. lon::; uord by doublinc the i'inrl con-
OOl'lrnt rna. Dec1:tns ins. 
( 2rc so previous 't·TOl .. !: fron ·,orr<.'ts. ) 
1. drt>.t_:; ( Jhil<l 1-1r1tes d:r:•rr;.si·:-:s) 
2 .. tiTf'1) 
3. ·uhip 
i! .• tr1:.:1 
5. t,rr-p 
5. r.;tir 
7,. !?tO.'? 
n. slip 
9. ohop 
10 .. r.cruo 
!'; . 
• l~roppint:: n. F1nc1 Stle11t. z ~·ihen Add:tng f! Sut'f1x Thct 
Begins 't'rith c Vol'rel. 
e L~Uditory IC:'.nd ViOUf?.l 
.Procedure; 
I 
• 
Ter:cher hf' s \'tord.s in Ro'ltr I on the 
bot rd .. ( 3e sure there ia free 
borrd sp~ce r·t .tho rir;b.t of them.) · 
Ask the f.ollot-ring q,uogt;lons ~bout 
e~ch uord rfter pronouncinB it: 
r,\'h!: t vowel do you h.e(".rJ ' 
'ilhr·t lettor 1n n:tlent? 
1-Jhr>.t. et::rect. doeo the fi1w.1 e 
- hr:ve Oil the vo't·Jel? (>lc l~es 
it lone;.) 
Ro'\'1 1 
1 ... balte 
2. ohr.ca 
3 .. clooe 
4. COf:lG 
s. dcnoe 
6. drive 
7 .. hope 
8. lecve 
9 .. lose 
10 .. rioe 
11. sllfl.re 
12 .. olic1a 
13. s:~111e 
14. omolte 
15 .. t-rr.do 
16 .. 't·Tfi.Ve 
17. toTri to 
18 .. love 
19. trke 
20. 111te 
21 .. :no· sure 
22. tumble 
II Tef!.ch~r: scys, "Doos r.nyone 
remGober t'llle't e suffix ifl? 
Y~$'; 'it's ~n ending rdde<.1 
: ., . . t· to ''·if'. t-Torclp to torm t:~. ncn~r 
l"Tord.. Yesterd.~.y t-re ndd()q 
the suffix ~...n.s. t-rhich ~.)egine 
. \1i th €?.. VOlTGl tO.: ~ OYji.O .. s:y;tlr .... 
:,le trords &ndi!l..g il'l;:-_ onf$ 
conoonP.nt. ~:r·ter r:. h:hort. 
VO't'TOl. Do ~OU remember' ho't'r 
1·re did it.? Yas~ t-.re doublea. 
t.11e finr:l con~oncnt.... Hr:tch 
c.nd sea 'tft+d'£ hi'ppef:l,$ to ·' 
1·.roros t.hr-.t•:ena :tn. b_.~finl'l 
silant !,,.~·rh~n 't·r~~·;~d4'·$ . . sur-
tL"'t ber:;1:t;U;l~rtg ui-tm ·e >vcrtl~l .. ( T.~t!!.char· tli:'YS Of/.Ch t·ibf':t :, ·:, · 
n+~ez:r l'Iri ting 1 t • ) , :f ·~ • · 
~-·· . . :' . 
( ,•. Rotr 2 
·. :·::·l 
I ~· 
.\ .,. 
i. br,ttine . 
?.. . chv:6ing · 
3. elppi.~g 
.1~ .. cdnintt 
5. dDncine 
6 .. driving 
7. hoping 
8. leo.ving 
9. losing 
10. rinin:z; 
11. £h~rinc 
12. olidinz 
1'3. o:niling 
14 .. O'il0~~1ng 
15. · 't-Tt.~ cUJ."'lB 
16 .. uflvine 
17. uriti:ng 
lEL. lovine; 
19. t~~tin(5 
20' .. lil':::tne; 
21. ~
meesur:lng 
22. 'tu."!l 'blLYl/3 
r 
•• 
• 
.,;.' 
( T!;:re.se Rol'm l Dnd 2} 
III Lint of ;:rord.o belm·r 1a on boe..rd .. Copy 'the :f'oll.O't·:ing uord!t o:::-y t.h 
to yourseJ.f; d.S.vio.e them into syllo,bles by <.1rrtrine lines. 
(First one is done) 
1 .. lilt/ing 
2 .. tF.kine; 
3 .. loving 
4. 'ttt':t ting 
5 • lfr' Vil'lfS 
6 .. 't'7e ding; 
7. smoking 
8. aniline; 
9. sliding 
10.. shCl.rinQ; 
(Erase bov.rds.) 
11. rising 
12. locing 
13. lec.vine 
14. hoping 
15. driving 
16. dc.ncing 
17 .. coming 
18 .. c:tooincs 
19 .. cho.o1n3 
20. bo.lti~'; 
' . IV., I ['JU aoing to 11ri te nome 't'10rds t.hc.t ond ·ui th a. :f.'ino..l silent eo 
You c.ro going to m:::lte a lonaer \'10rd by dropping the 2. c-nd c..dcJ.i11 
~ .. 
1. like 6. \1e.de ll. riae 16. eence 
2. teJte 7. mn.oke 12 .. l.oae 1.7 .. come 
3. love 8 .. smile 13. leave 18. close 
lt-. 1-rrite g ... slide 14 .. hopa 19. chcoe 
s. l·reve lO .. shc.re. 15. drive 20 .. bette 
• 
• 
Vis:u.v.l ::m.a ,\u<1!irtor:v: 
( 'fec.cher c1ves chilc1ren paper .. ) 
I.. Tho follo't'ring Horoo juot c.dd illZ.· Suy them "t·Tith me.. Copy ·the 
'l:ro:rda P.n<1 t:'.d.d ~ to each one .. 
l ... belong 6 .. cloth 11. lcuch. 16. nhoot 21. tench 
2 .. build 7. coe.ot 12 .• loccm 17. ohout 22. t .. b.t.:l'lk 
3 .. burn 8 .. conb 13 .. 11oten 18 .. sign 23. t,lli:::l1t 
l+ .. clc~n ~ .. hotrl 14. necn 19. a inc; 2!~. 'l:mn.clor 
5o clir.al> lO .. lE'.nd 15 .. min 20 .. suffer 25 .. 1'1t~.s11 
26. t·Jr.tch 
f~tuo.y t.ham .. 'flll"'n over po.per. Tec;cher dict~rtas ten of the Jsm \·rords co e. teet .. Checlt t·rords. 
n .l' .. dding; n Du1'f1x to v. t·Iord. 1n ·uh1ch the :f1n::.l 
lot tar is Y... preceded. by ::-. oonsone.nt. n 
II. TeD..cher hc.o 't'!Ords 
belo't>r on oor~rd. .. 
Children repee.t 
ec.ch l·rord. (:'.fter 
she pronounces it. 
1. hrti)PY 
, ... funny C.:o 
3. penny 
4 .. a illy 
5 .. juicy 
6 .. ple11.ty 
7 .. busy 
III Tee.cher Sf.'.YS~nl.at 1 n 
e.tl.d e. suffix to 
et?.ch. ~;e '\'Till e.dd 
l.;t to hn:ppy etc .. n 
Notf she lTri tes auf-
fixes opposite · 
proper '\'ror<L 
IV :-Tm-1"'1 i sten" to 
the no\or lro:rd c-.nc1 
't'T~ 'tch me 1·rr1 te 
it. 
..} .. ly = happily 
-rest • funniest 
+lees 
-
pennileao 
"\"ness 
-
silliness 
....,. e:r = juicier 
t"'f'ul = p1ent.11'ul. 
+est = busiest 
• 
• 
V" ;·mo.t he.ppenad to the ;t? Letts tr.ri ta the rt.\le. 1~'hen ~· follo~Ts 
~- ~onsonm.1t t.~.-~ J..€!. .9J.'la..nsad t.o i · baf'ore the suf'i'ix :tq_~ded ... 
VI Tet:>.chcr says, ui v.m going to say a t<Tord$ \'n'i·te i·t. on the board 11 
eresa 1 t. ~ e.nd then you nJ:>et to ~tt"1 te 1 t. 
1 .. busiest 
2,. plentiful 
::;.. Juicier 
l~ .. silliness 
5 .. penniless 
6.. fuJ."'U'l1ast 
7. happily 
• 
e. 
S:t:th Leason 
The Mind Girl 
M~ lived in a little fishing Village somewhere along the 
coast of l·laine. Every St.tml.y' morning she would put on her bathing 
suit, tako a towel from the cupboard, and go down to tbe beach ror 
a swimG Sometimes the water was so cold she thought the temperature 
must bo about zero. Usually no one else came to this part of the 
bea.ch• so she felt that this was her own private playgxtoundo 
one dq a. dog came running o.long the beaeho He was followed 
by a young girl. Mary was so pleased to have eontpany that she went 
to talk to the· other girl. She discovered that the girl was almost 
blind, but could see enough to tell one shadow of a figure from 
another. The dog was her tl"Usted· companion. He was very i'l"iendly 
cmd it never was neeesso.ey to chain him. or look him up when other 
peoplo ~ere ne~. 
·The new gi:t-1 told l•lar7 that life was seldom dull$ for there 
was alwo.ys something new to lea.mo She was now leo.rning to use a 
different kind of reader. The stories in it were all about the 
Pilgrtms and their first harvest. 
Another thing that kept the girl happy was the tact that soon 
she would have on operation which might make her see o.gain9 She 
would be weak for awhile after it, but instead of recognizing 
thingc by their taste, smell, sound, or touch~ she would once 
again be ablo to see them. 
NE\11 WORDS~ 
shadow lock «main eupboard 
dull reader Z&l"() taste 
blind harvest somewheN towel 
weak pla:ygl'ound tact coast 
• 
towel 
coast 
blind 
chain 
ple.yp;l?ou:nd 
• shadot-J 
cupboard 
· taste 
w~itine in ~ictionaries. 
2. Paes out weelte Btoryo Rea.d aloud., Unde:rline 
spelling words. 
). Go over meaning of words. 
4o Give premtest. 
Dictate sentences. 
• 
1. Mothe~ put the eoeoa, c~acke~s 0 chocolate and 
t~e vegetables in the £qp~atS• 
2. If you live along the q_o~~E you might be 
near a bie harbo~ or seapo:rt. 
J., \1lhatevezt you do, don't get ~ for a scors.o 
4· When the sun is shining ·you can see your 
shadow on the playgllc)und:. 
I put the key somewhere and not-s I can't 
unlock the doo~o 
6. He 'fi-7as too weak to lift the chain on the tractoJ:" o 
-
7o I am going to go ba~hing tomorrow whatever 
the tamperature 1s. 
8. At h!rvest time all extra vegetables are 
stored f'oto the winte:ro 
• 
• 
l., l'llrite the words fl"Om your list uncier the column ,,rhi,~h tellE how 
many syllable~:! there are in the t-Iord • 
• 
... 
2o t4r1te in a l:tst all the words ~...rith a long o sound as in boa:i::~ 
)o What word rhymes with Raia? -·---·--------'''~ 
tfuat word r•hymes with leak? 
-
5, Wr,.te the compound words you found in this list., 
6o \'tfr-ite the words 'that have a long a soundo 
• VI-3 
• 
2o ~,:Cch these columns by putting· the numbera of the wo~d in tl'ls 
left column in the blank at the ~1ght columno 
1 .. blind _______ something you use to dry yourself 
" r;;eal{ C:c: land along the water 
----
] .. tE'.Ste ______ _.sevan days 
L~o coe"st ____ nothing 
'· 
cupboard not shazop 
----
6., dull eat a little 
----
7 .. playg1'ound unable to eee __ .......__ 
Bo tot-lel to take in.the grain 
----
9o zero __ a place in which to play 
10 .. harvest ____ _.not strong 
_________ a place for storing food 
·e 
•• 
VI-l.t. 
t\f:r-1 ta the co:roraot form of' the spelling liord in the bh;nl~~. 
. 
chain--- 1"' The dog was ----------- to tha tJc'"~ee so he r,-wuld:n. t t 
l'Un after carso 
It is fun to go -----------
lots of snowo 
whit0 chocolate? 
----
dull........... 4. John's kn:1te ll1a.sn' t very sharp 9 but Tom' t!l knifo 
was even~-----------o 
lock--~- 5o Hang your clothes in the 
-------· 
After his illness Andy felt 
2o Write sentences· using 10 spelling words. Write 5 telling gentonces 
and 5 asking 3entenesss 
• 
~allow ~enerul plano 
fact 
2. Dlsouss the sevt?:;:>al m::lanS~ngs fo1• .coast • 
.... __ ..,.._ 
3. Discuss the vowel sounds, the s~llables. 
L!... lsk what words xahy:me trJ;t th coast. 
;; <> W!':l te these sentences on ·~he bos.rd: 
Our smrJM.er home is on "the coast of Cape Codo 
I like to go coasting when it snows. 
Give me one fact you learned about s1llab~es. 
6. Have the pupils write the words and sentences on the filing 
cards. 
7. Ea:iT~ them atr:.dy the so and w-rite sentences of their otm ... 
Io Dictate coast, boast, toast, toe.ste:r, coaster, bo~.sting 1 
!'acts, fact. 
2. ?!'~sent the two new wo:;:ads -------- playground ree.der., 
3. Discuss for compound words! ~oot words, vowel sounds, and 
s·yllables I) 
4. Write these sentences on the board: 
The playground is near our schoolo 
Alice is a fast readerc 
5. Have ehild~en "..r.t>it~ those and study these and Tuesday's words(\ 
i'.lrsday 
I. Use the flash cards for a quick review or the wordso 
•• 2. Present the last t"t-JO 1CTOl .. dS --------- taste zero 
3. Discuss foe meanings~ ~yllables, vowel sounds, and rules 
governing vowel soundso 
4o Write these sentences on the board: 
• 
Do~ -fhe. of pie. '1-e.f. 1-e.. 'jtHid ~ 
-rJ,e~.. /4 ~ a.e. .. o ,·.. fJu: nc.r- l:>e.r 3 "'c.. 
;; a klave "':.he pup:J.:i.S \·il":;_t;e the irlO:.>.::J.i:-:. End Sf:l!1t.GnC•;)8 0/t -·.-~~8 
.tlli:ng ca.rds o 
6. Have them st:1dy ·those and "th·;} ~.f(";ek' s Hox•ds. ::'?hG:y .!iJC'.;;' ask eo.ch o 
other. 
7 o The pupils n1e.y play a ga.m~ tlsing tl1e flenh cardas 4 
:· ·. ,1o.y Sentences f"or dictation 
e 
• 
lo If tt snows I will go coastingo 
2~ Do you like to eat toast? 
3. Can you tell me some facts about the storp you ~ead? 
~-. My playmate and I go to the playground aft ex- school o 
5~ She is a very fast· re~dero 
6a Dan's score in the test was zeroo 
7 ~ ~Jill you taste this and tell me if it is good.o 
I" 
•
. 1L 
. .!!./~ 
taste 
zero 
fact 
Read each word ccrefullya 
p 1 e..:y gT."'OUl.'ld 
l'"eadet~ 
coast 
2. Write the lis·t above in alphabetical order·e 
-----
!J;., Write in column 1 all the Ol'l& 8yllable t-!orda o Write in colUs."'Yln 
two &11 the t'!l.ro syllable wc·rds .. 
Column 1 Column 2 
4.. Write the correct word in the blanks belov.r .. 
coast 
read 
taste 
coast 
read 
taste 
ao The children had fun ______ down the hillo 
b., Nary was ___________________ a book about planeso 
c" The apple I had yesterday ----~-_,_so g·~Odo 
d., The car ____ ....; _____ all t;he way do<rm thw hill .. 
e., Alice is a fast _________________ e 
the cocoa to see if it was 
~----------------
f o Mother was 
sweet enougho 
• 5. Draw a line under the right meaning<~ 
coast 
to slide 
something to wear 
a place to play 
• Frida y Work Sheet (continued) 
• 
pla:; g1•ound 
r•eader 
SOI\:eone :you play :.·ll'ith 
the earth 
a place to play 
one t-Iho r:J..aes e. bic:>' cle 
:.:~ orrl{10ne ·.~~rho reads 
a color 
6o Put all ~our cards in alphabetical ordero Can you spell all the 
word.c? 
• 
,. 
ro, im, in, ais, un, re, a, sub 
'foachor Sf}.?}s, "A prefix is nd.~ed to the be~il!:nlnl.> of' a w .)!'d 'Cc> i'orm 
n. n01iJ \1 ::>rod. n 
1. ne "'l'ho prefix~ {teacher write~3 l"O on board} means 'do it acain. ' 11 
2o Im 
3o In 
4., Dia 
Toachol .. Wl."i tes both forms 
on t!:.f.l board and then sa. s, 
11\ihat uo these wo1 .. ds Mean-?" 
Sar:1o procedure .for: 
name 
rename 
pay 
repay 
fill 
rei' ill 
set 
reset 
make 
remake 
join 
rejoin 
11He sonetimes 0 1ves ~ word a new meaninei• ·Tell what tl.ese worus 
moan. tl 
lay 
relay 
call 
recall 
si'-~n 
resign 
(\~rite underlined words on board.) usoraatiroes the prefix 
iM t;ives n word the opposite meanin0 o It 
-
What does }?2rfeot mean'? 
\~hat does .!!!!Ear .feet mean'? 
\rt~hat does eolite M.ean·l 
tlihat does im;eoiite"" .. mean? 
.,SoMoti-:-~es the prefix 1m e;ives the word a new Me ~.mine,. n 
11/hat does Erove mean? 
~iha.t does .!mprove mean'? 
11Sonctines the pref'iJ< in gives a word the opposite Meaninc.o 
-
What does correct mean·? 
~ihat does incorrect mean? 
"Sometimes the prefix in e3ives the word a new meanini;;o " 
-
What does sure mean? 
\fuat does insure mean? 
':!.'he pre!'ix s!!.! 6 ives many words the opi)osite meaning 
trihat does . place meH.n? 
\!~hat; does disp:race mean'l 
What does -~ mean'/ 
What does d i sr.r,;t"btS mean'!' 
What does con~ mean'/ 
:;;hAt does d'lsonil~~ me3r.? 
....... ~_,,,,- .. --···· ~~,..._.-.. ~ 
II 
• 
• 
• 
5c Un 
Sl>mo t :bne s the pr~fb~ ~ t>ives a. new t'le anine, to a WOl'do 
Vihat does plax mean? 
What does dis.elaz. mean'? 
What does miss mean? 
What does dismiss mean'/ 
The pl'efix lill bives many words the opp·)site M&Anint;. 
What do the :rollowino worus mean? 
unhappy 
unclean 
undress 
unhealthy 
unfold 
uneven 
Wlequnl 
unf'riendly 
6. IJ.'eachor Lives out J:lupil 1 s \~orksheet No. In Uroup I childl.'"en 
circle the pr·efixes they seo. In Group II, tfiey circle the prefix the:. 
hea.ro 
-
1 .. remark re im in a 
2., dismis.s im dis re 
3o impolite un re im 
4., subway un sub im 
5o undress ir.t in un 
6o increase un im in 
7o unhappj un :T.m in 
flo displease re sub dis 
• 
• 
• 
Tercher sr-yo 0 ".r. ::>refix is t•d.·"!od to the .becinni:n.c of t? 't'rord to fom n 
11et-r uord. 
ttThe nref:l:!t c- (tcro_chcr \·rrites ~ o:'l bor.rd.) mGr>'!.ts'off, uithout, 
'yr•i'"' f."- ll o~·m. ' Tr 
.... !.J.o .. ' • 
Toc.cher \-r.d.:teo bot.h forms 
on ~:.ho 'boc. ro. rnd then sr y s" 
n:·:hrt (1.0 the~e t·:orcls me~n?tl 
8~:-:~e procedure for: 
ri~.e 
crisc 
shore 
e.. shore 
loud sleep 
::-lout'-1. coleep 
bed -croon 
::1bed r-cron~ 
"L S0;7tet1Dcs :·~iveo r. 110I'O f:' net-T Boening. Tell tdtrt thcce 't'10rds :-1co.n~ 
auto 
t·.cuto 
cor-a 
!'.corn 
2. Be nTho prefix be :-:1er.11fJ 'no~r. c.bout, on, by. t 11 C:rite uno.erlined 
1·roro.s on bor.rd)-
~Jh.e.t does f'it :.10i:-.n·z 
~:I1rt do eo befit ~'lenn? 
:JJ.trt doco come :mec:.n? 
~J.'l~ t Co en be~ :ner.n? 
"So:::1et11los the praf'i:x ~ c~ives the lrord. !"' net·r :::1erni:nc. {I 
;:hr--t <loes 
·11~ t (!.oes 
~-J.1r. t toeo 
: .1tr.t <.'toes 
:-.~1.-~ t eoos 
:.nr.t · c1.oes 
uce 
::1isii"i10 
r:;oell 
misspell 
q.ern? 
nor-n? 
r.tecn? 
!'lOrn? 
nc~n? 
.. Sometimes the Pr-9fix ~ ci vo s the ·'.:rord E'. net-r mecninc. tr 
!;Jh::.t does 
:'i'hnt does 
chief 
mischief 
mecn? 
mecn? 
• 
• 
5. re 
• 
~:l'lrt. docs 
... :i1.c.t <1oos 
-.Ihrt 6oca 
~ .. ~'l~t doco 
-~:h::t (·:.oes 
~ .. :rl~.t ·.~OG3 
·~.11.['! t t_oas 
~.1lct c" .. oea 
~ ' 
lm.~~'"'.:Z. 
d.uo 
crubfu:ie 
her-<J.in~ 
nubher.•.dinr.: 
:"J.?rine 
subw"rine 
::1cc.n? 
:·:lEn·.n '' 
:;1ern? · 
:·:!c~.n? 
~:tec.n·? 
1noc.n? 
morn? 
:nec11? 
2.omot1::1oo tho nro:C'ix sub ~:ivos ·::> nm·r me:'n1ns to th·~ t·roro. 
,.lhc>t coas· lim'O mer-n? 
~.!he t doeS aubline ::!!O~.n? 
~,.hr't ()oea tour DO!:'.!l'l 
·1i~t. does detour- ne!'n? 
~.11rt c~oes ~crt ::1ern? 
~hrt c:.oes donr-1-.t !JGC11 4"l 
:.11c.t c1.ooo. fro at r.lOt:'-11? 
':J:lf' t. lloon d.efrorrt r1orl1? 
:J.lc-t <"tooo fOl"T!l :-10rn 'l 
::11r t (ioeo de'l"'m' :o1ecn? 
~'Go1:'!.ot3.mea tho prof'ix £2. :1ves tho \·rord. r. nolr mar.ning." 
·.:hr .. t C:.oos cont 1~1crn? 
:·J:'lt.t c1oos c.eeant ::1ac.n? 
~.:h~·t does crec-.oo !'JSCJ'l? 
.'hr.t. c:oos decrocae ~7ter'n ~~· 
:·;11~~ t (oes fine mecn'i' 
... t 
· .. ;.1['· t.ooo define ::JOC.n'i 
~.,1lr. t c1.oes lr~y ma,:;n? 
·.11ct does c1elr.y r:1e~n? 
• 
L uisplnase Do f'orbet 15 .. uni':t:• .i end 1 ~; 
2 .. :tnpor f'eu i; 9 .. Ul1tLl'OBS l6o jr-pol_i. te 
~ tmhapp:r 10, irn~Jrr.:> peJ:> 1'7 ., Ui srniss ';,.fl.) 
·~1: iJ1f!)'fH-l:W 11~ d5.splace liL !'e!1rl!'k 
,, Rwa:r 12 ,, ·su~way lii., forbid ~-' 0 
G ~· ~U'i:w l3o bOil:)] d ~o. misuse 
. i 
·' 
:~·,) h >:f~:~i(~H l4o cJe:ltu•t; <!") ""i 
.... .l. 0 lJ(~ e t~.Jl'!r.:: 
Gronp II 
lo rt: im :tn .s 
l) 
Ctn in d..ls re 
•.r. 
,J 0 un. I'lJ) im 
4. 'Jr! s·i t(J :Lm 
5, irn :t !1 un 
6c un im in 
'7 
0 l.J.n im L! 
8, re .~J:ub dis 
9 .. mi~ dls un 
e lOa be da a 
agree 
Does your answer agree with mine? 
•
• 
' 
FLASH CARD ACTI"VITY FOR SLOW :::.,EARNEHS 
First Lesson 
agree 
Does your answer agree with mine? 
fear 
The soldier did not fear the enemy~ 
share 
Let's all do our sr~e to keep the room clean. 
tear 
Be careful not to tear the paper. 
playmate 
My pla-ymate has a birthday tomorrow. 
daily 
My f'ather gets the daily paper. 
Second Lesson 
tt· bathing 
I like to go bathing in the summer. 
brook 
Is the brook frozen enough for ice skating'! 
f'igure 
I can make the ~igure eight while skating. 
price 
The price of' the book is ~~2.50. 
stole 
11Who stole my pen?" said Jim. 
"How much do you weigh?" asked mother .. 
Third Lesson 
copy 
Copy your work neatly from the blackboard. 
explain 
• Mary, explain the answer to the class. 
itself 
The watch will wind itself. 
notice 
"Did you notice my new coat?" said Jane. 
score 
The score of the ball game was 6 to 3. 
twin 
I have a twin brother named Joe. 
Fourth Lesson 
begun 
It has begun to snow. 
buying 
We are buying a new television set. 
club 
Our club now has 28 members. 
shower 
The shower lasted 20 minutes. 
• 
tore 
Peter tore his jacket on a nail& 
vegetable 
A potato is a vegetable. 
Fifth Lesson 
drill 
We had a fire drill in school today. 
extra 
There are extra pens on the table. 
harbor 
We saw the sh:ip sail out of the harbor. 
list 
"Make a list of the new words, tt said t:t.e teacher. 
pilot 
The pilot showed the class the new jet plane • 
• 
torn 
His jacket was torn. 
Sixth Lesson 
coast 
Our sumner home is on the coast of Cape Cod• 
fact 
11Give me the fact about t:r~e fight, 11 said the teacher. 
playground 
The playground is near our school. 
reader 
Alice is a fast reader. 
taste 
Does the apple taste good? 
zero 
There is a zero in the mumber 306 • 
• 
• 
APPENDIX B 
TESTS 
I 
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STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
SPELLING LIST: FORM D-. FOR ALL BATTERIES 
Note that second-grade pupils are given only words 1 to 40, third-grade pupils words 1 to 50, fourth-grade pupils 
words 11 to 60, :fifth-grade pupils words 21 to 70, sixth-grade pupils words 31 to 80, seventh-grade pupils words 41 to 
90, and eighth- and ninth-grade pupils 51 to 100. In the case of Grades 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, the words are to be read 
as though they were numbered 1 to 50. Read the number of each word and caution pupils to write the word on the 
line that has the number of that word. 
Second and third grades start here. 
1. it Here is your book; read it. it 
2. and Buy butter and eggs. and 
3. ten There are ten cents in a dime. ten 
4. old The beggar wore a ragged old coat. old 
5. my Take yolir turn; then I will take my turn. my 
6. book What is the name of your new story book? book 
7. this That is a blue jay, but this is a bluebird. this 
8. door Close the door before the flies get in. door 
9. girl Is your new baby a boy or a girl? girl 
10. fun Jumping a rope is lots of fun. fun 
Fourth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 11 to 60.) 
11. song We are learning a song about Christmas. song 
12. seed A big plant grows from a tiny seed. seed 
J..3. seen My kitten is lost. Have you seen it? seen 
14. some Many animals can swim; some eannot. some 
15. sold Joe sold his sled to Frank for 50 cents. sold 
16. blow If the wind would blow, the windmill would turn. blow 
17. think Our teacher often makes us think hard. think 
18. keep You may keep one apple for yourself. keep 
19. win You need a score of 20 to win this game. win 
20. very. The rain made the ground very muddy. very 
Fifth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 21 to 70.) 
21. around We drove around the block :five times. around 
22. read Show me how well you can read your new book. read 
23. gate Close the gate when you go out of the yard. gate 
24. winter It often snows on winter days. winter 
25. table Alice is helping her mother set ·the table. table 
26. east New York is east of Chicago. east 
27. life Eighty years is a long life. life 
28. drop If you drop a glass, it will break. drop 
29. summer This has been a very hot summer. summer 
30. step I tripped on the :first step going upstairs. step 
Sixth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 31 to 80.) 
31. said Her voice was so low I couldn't hear what she said. said 
32. been Have you been downtown lately? been 
33. pull Come, come, or I'll pull you away. pull 
34. funny The fat clown did funny tricks. funny 
35. used We stopped because we had used up our thread. used 
36. boxes John made a playhouse out of wooden boxes. boxes 
37. does What kind of tricks does your dog do? does 
38. broke Her doll fell and broke on the cement walk. broke 
39. counting Try counting by tens up to :five hundred. counting 
40. wagon Joe hauled the groceries home in his wagon. wagon 
Second grade stops here. 
Seventh grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 41 to 99.) 
41. hundred Ten times ten is one hundred. hundr'ed 
42. shed We keep our coal in a wooden shed. shed· 
43. afraid Don't be afraid. This dog doesn't bite. afraid 
44. visiting My aunt is visiting us for a few days. visiting 
45. stories Will you read us some stories about animals? stories 
(Spelling List continued on reverse side) 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1940 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All righ!S reserved. l'RINTED m u.s.A. a 
46. rainy 
47. queer 
48. smooth 
49. skirt 
50. fare 
SPELLING LIST:· FORM D- Continued 
'rhis rainy weather makes everything damp. 
Foreigners often seem queer to us. 
A hot iron will smooth out your dress. 
. My sister has just bought a new skirt. 
The streetcar fare is seven cents. 
Third grade stops here. 
Stanf. Ach. 'l'e,.t: Spelling: Form ll 
rainy 
queer 
smooth 
skirt 
fare 
Eighth and ninth grades start here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 51 to 100.) 
51. notion She has the notion that she wants to be a nurse. notion 
52 . . studies Joe studies his lessons very hard.· studies 
53. ankle The ankle is part of the foot. ankle 
54. cherries We are making pies out of our cherries. cherries 
55. corrected He corrected his mistake at once. corrected 
56. largely Steel is largely iron. largely 
57. certain We are certain that no one lives on the moon. certain 
58. strawberries Do you like strawberries and cream? strawberries 
59. special The railroad will run a special train. special 
60. purpose For what purpose do you use this tool? purpose 
61. respectfully 
62. hauled 
63. stomach 
64. strength 
65. bargain 
66. actual 
67. business 
68. notified 
69. generally 
70. errors 
71. excitement 
72. experience 
73. original 
74. politics 
75. illustrating 
76. existing 
77. associate 
78. ballot 
79. professional 
so. communication 
81. authority 
82. ambitious 
83. materially 
84. agricultural 
85. p~rmanent 
86. sufficient 
87. crocheting 
88. unusually 
89. annually 
90. absolutely 
91. anticipating 
92. confirmation 
93. satisfactorily 
94. capitol 
95. conveniently 
96. efficiency 
97. cafeteria 
98. rabid 
99. contemporaries 
100. dirigible 
· Fourth grade stops here. 
A polite person speaks respectfully. 
John hauled the firewood in his wagon. 
Food is partly digested in the stomach. 
Our muscles give us the strength to work. 
This coat is a bargain at $8.95. . 
He came about noon. The actual time was 11 : 55. 
It is a fireman's business to put out fires. 
We were notified of his death by telegraph. 
January is generally a cold month. 
George made two errors in spelling. 
Fifth grade stops here. 
In the excitement, everyone ran to and fro. 
We learn some things only by experience. 
Indians were the original people of America. 
He is interested in politics, although he has never tried to be 
elected to any office. 
He is illustrating his talk with pictures. 
There is no way of existing without food. 
Do not associate with bad company. 
We will vote on the question by ballot. 
Doctors and lawyers are professional men. 
Radio communication is much faster than mail. 
Sixth grade stops here. 
A policeman has authority to make arrests. 
Mary is ambitious to be a great singer. 
The strong wind helped the progress of the ship materially. 
Farming states are agricultural states. 
Things which last a long time are permanent. 
Poor persons haven't sufficient money. 
Mother is crocheting a sweater. 
Sleet made the streets unusually slippery. 
Christmas comes once a year, or annually. 
'The tank had sprung a leak and was now absolutely empty. 
Seventh grade stops here. 
She is anticipating a good time at the party. 
There has been no confirmation or denial of the rumor. 
The applicant passed the test satisfactorily. 
I saw the capitol building in Washington. 
·The stairs in this house are conveniently located. 
Working rapidly and accurately is efficiency. 
Do you like the cafeteria type of restaurant? 
She is unreasonably extreme, or rabid. 
Persons alive at the same time are called contemporaries. 
A dirigible is a kind of airship. 
Eighth and ninth grades s~op here .. 
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respectfully 
hauled 
stomach 
strength 
bargain 
actual 
business 
notified 
generally 
errors 
excitement 
experience 
original 
politics 
illustrating 
existing 
associate 
ballot 
professional 
communication 
authority 
ambitious 
materially 
agricultural 
. permanent 
sufficient 
crocheting 
unusually 
annu(llly 
absolutely 
anticipating 
confirmation 
satisfactorily 
capitol 
conveniently 
efficiency 
cafeteria 
rabid 
contemporaries 
dirigible 
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STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
SPELLING LIST: FORM E-FOR ALL BATTERIES 
Note that second-grade pupils are given only words 1 to 40, third-grade pupils words 1 to 50, fourth-grade pupils 
words 11 to 60, fifth-grade pupils words 21 to 70, sixth-grade pupils words 31 to 80, seventh-grade pupils words 41 to 
90, and eighth- and ninth-grade pupils 51 to 100. In the case of Grades 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, the words are to be read 
as though they were numbered 1 to 50. Read the number of each word and caution pupils to write the word on the 
line that has the number of that word. 
Second and third grades start here. 
1. the Has the bell rung yet the 
2. can Try hard enough and you can do it. can 
3. she Mother said that she was going to town. she 
4. hat A hat is worn on the head. hat 
5. play Let's play hide-and-seek. play 
6. up The ball was bouncing up and down. up 
7. are Tom and Alice are here. are 
8. ball The earth is the shape. of a ball. ball 
9. cup Use one full cup of milk. cup 
10. little My little dog is just a puppy. little 
Fourth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 11 to 60.) 
11. wind Several big trees were blown down by the wind. wind 
12. hay Our pony eats grass and hay. hay 
13. card I received my report card today. card 
14. black Coal is black. black 
15. band The band played the "Star-Spangled Banner." band 
16. them Your books are new. Take good care of them. them 
17. jell Mary was hurt when she fell off the horse. fell 
18. noon We call our noon meal lunch. noon 
19. bear We saw a large white bear at the zoo. bear 
20. snowing The ground is white when it is snowing. snowing 
Fifth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 21 to 70.) 
21. mine Your shoes are black; mine are brown. mine 
22. show It cost five pins to see our pet show. show 
23. forget Did you forget to wear your rubbers? forget 
24. trouble Tom's thoughtlessness gets him into trouble. trouble 
25. tie Can you tie a bow knot? tie 
26. paper Write your lesson o:n ruled paper. paper 
27. nap He was still sleepy after his nap. nap 
28. start Unless you start now, you will be late. start 
29. never George has never been absent or tardy. never 
30. why I wonder why Helen looks so sad. why 
Sixth grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 31 to 80.) 
31. glass Please give me a glass of water. glass 
32. pass Never pass a car on a curve. pass 
33. bit May I have a bit of candy? bit 
34. dresser A dresser is a kind of furniture. dresser 
35. began She fell down and began to cry. began 
36. use We will use pins for money and play store. use 
37. tire One front tire of our car is flat. tire 
38. lesson Today's lesson was about the Eskimos. lesson 
39. load Henry hauled a load of dirt in his wagon. load 
40. easy Do the easy problems first; then the hard ones. easy 
Second grade stops here. 
Seventh grade starts here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 41 to 90.) 
41. knew Jane knew every word in her lesson. knew 
42. plum A prune is a kind of plum.· plum 
43. cared I wish you cared more about music. cared 
44. wear You should not wear rubbers in the house. wear 
45. bigger A horse is bigger than a pony. bigger 
(Spelling List continued on re~erse side) 
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SPELLING LIST: FORM E- Continued 
Stanf. Ach. Test: Spelling: ForinE~. 
46. fullest The fullest bucket is already running over. fullest 
47. struck He was struck by a car and hurt badly. struck 
48. captain The captain ordered the ship to sail. captain 
49. loose I tied the horse to a tree but he got loose. loose • 50. written I have just written a letter to my cousin. written 
Third grade stops here. 
Eighth and ninth grades start here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 51 to 100.) 
51. beauty Most persons enjoy the beauty of sunsets. beauty 
52. either Tom wants either a wagon or a scooter. either 
-
53. promised Mother has promised me a birthday party. promised 
54. fern A fem is a plant with feather-like leaves. fern 
55. advertise Did you advertise your lost dog in the paper? advertise (credit 
instruct Please instruct us where to go. 
advertize) 
56. instruct 
57. support She had to lean on my arm for support. support 
58. neither He worked two days w:i.th neither food nor rest. neither 
59. really Is it really true that you are going away? really 
60. shipped We shipped two carloads of freight. shipped 
Fourth Grade stops here. 
61. possible There are two possible answers to the question. possible 
62. prefer Which color do you prefer, green or brown? prefer 
63. favorite Blue is my favorite color. favorite 
64. exactly The time is exactly midnight. exactly 
65. occupied Every seat was occupied and many were standing. occupied 
66. receive Did you receive my letter? receive 
67. territory Much of this territory is swamp land. territory 
68. disagreeable Mary's complaining makes her a disagreeable child. disagreeable 
69. estimated They estimated the crowd at five hundred. estimated 
70. sense This story doesn't make sense to me. sense 
Fifth grade stops here. 
71. semester A semester is half of a school year. semester 
72. prosperous A successful business man is prosperous. prosperous 
73. orchestra The orchestra gave a pleasing concert. orchestra 
74. choir The choir sang the hymn beautifully. choir 
75. blizzard The gentle snow turned into a raging blizzard. blizzard 
76. engineering Dams and bridges are engineering accomplishments. engineering 
77. official A governor is a state official. ' official 
78. community Our community has a thousand people. community 
79. appreciating He is not appreciating the value of music. appreciating 
80. sincerely Mary ended her letter with "Yours sincerely." sincerely . 
~ 
Sixth grade stops here. 
81. extension Give me an extension of time to pay this debt. extension 
82. remittance The remittance may be made in cash or by check. remittance 
83. physical The doctor gave me a physical examination. physical 
84. consequence Headaches are often a consequence of eyestrain. consequence 
85. leisure He is so busy that he has no leisure time. leisure 
86. enthusiastic The enthusiastic crowd cheered the players. enthusiastic 
87. remembrance A birthday card or present is a remembrance. remembrance 
88. inquiries I made many inquiries but found out nothing. inquiries 
89. museum We saw many stuffed birds at the museum. museum 
90. schedule The schedule states that the train is due now. schedule 
Seventh grade stops here. e 91. efficient An ·efficient man wastes no time or effort. efficient 92. amendment The amendment to the law was not passed. amendment 
93. exhibition Anyone is welcome to the art exhibition. exhibition 
94. equipped Our car is equipped with two extra wheels. equipped 
95. architecture The designing of buildings is architecture. architecture 
96. pneumonia Colds sometimes turn into pneumonia. pneumonia • 97. magnificent The Grand Canyon is a magnificent sight. magnificent 98. conqueror Cortez was the conqueror of Mexico. conqueror 
99. opponents Our opponents won the game by a single point. opponents 
100. politician A politician is busy at election time. politician 
Eighth and ninth grades stop here. 
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In the reader there was a story about a boy and ~ ... 
j mate who lived along the coast of Massachusetts. They went 
!I il dailx to the harbor to watch ships. One of their friends 
11 
lj' was the pilot of a tug. I . 
II the tug could not go by itself. Whenever* he had extra time, 
i! he let them steer. It was fun trying to figure out which 
II, way to go. 
I' 
II 
I' 
1 told him to copy the list of words and she would drill him on 
He liked to explain the fact that 
Jim was going to have a test· in spelling. His mother 
i !I Jim began to fear he would get ~ in the test, but his score 
r 
111 was one hundred. 
I' 
II 
He had to write not print the words. 
The club boys were at the store buying things for their 
I 1 cookout. John got the vegetables at a very good price. He 
I 
l! started home but the-y began to weigh so much his bag began to 
II tear. Some dogs came along, tore a bigger hole in the bag 
l1! . and stole everything in it. 
Ill and all John had was a torn bagl 
ll 
II 
'I things. 
II'.   wanted to go bathing in the brook. The sky had be6un to 
' 
Not a taste of anything was left 
Jane and her twin brother like to share and agree on most 
----
One day Jane wanted to go to the playground and Tom 
II 
I 
I 
I 
L 
I 
I -
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!j grow dark, but they did not notice it. Soom it began to 
il I shovyer. i I We saw cars weave in and out of line as we drove along lj 
l the busy highway on our way to Boston. Dad drove carefully j 
1,11:.~.1 * Whenever is not a word for group two. All other words in I __ the first paragraph were taught to group two. l_ --===lF~~·I· =====================· ===--==,=~r === 
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q ' il because it is a duty to· obey. all road laws. When we reached 
1 i! Boston,· we went right.- tt ·the. harbor-. Dad told us that Boston ·I 
!j 11 
I! is a very larbe seaport. Years ae,o ships used to dock at Bosto~ 
il li 
\I with tanks of whale oil., 1 
II Sam and Jim were riding·· in a coach on the express train J1 II - 11 
11 on their WEAY to . the farm~- As they· rode they talked about how 11 
. il they would ride on the tra·c,tor, ·drive the ~ of cows to the i! 
· II 11 
·II stab.le, help with the_ harves--t.;·. chase the crows from the corn, ~~~~-, 
II feed the roosters, ride the mule and rake the yard. It was 
II 
li always a treat; to spend the· summer at tl:e farm. II 
II . I 
il At the store, Jane asked the clerk for some ground beef. I! 
'i·l II 
,I When she t:;ot home, she wanted to make toast B.nd cocoa. She 
llgot the chocolate from the cupboard, put it into a copper pan~ 
I 
and added milk. When it was hot, she had to lift the pan 
! 
I! from the stove to taste the cocoa. She made a f iiCe because ,, 
II 
\ it was not sweet. Do Jou know what she forbtt? 
I The first circus act was a clowri named Pogo who did silly ij -
I . 
1! tr~cks. With him was a small clown named Sojo who did what-
il I!~ the big clown did, just like a shadow. They wore suits 
II with stripes. Pogo bent over. Sojo tried but froze in his 
il ll tracks. Tom laughed so he could hardly breathe. They tried 
II to climb a vine. A cart drawn by two goats came from some-
11 where. With a crack of a whip the clowns jumped into ti1e 
F ll cart. As they tried to gain speed, they fell and ran for 
ll shelter under a tree. Tom was weak from laughing. Po6 o 
~ .. 1! 
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pretended he was blind and tried to jump a ditch. He fell 
in but came out with out a scratch. There wasn't a dull 
• 1'11\)ment that day. 
Mother and Molly were going downtown. The temperature 
was 90°. Molly looked at the list in her purse. She had to 
She had to buy a yard·of ribbon, a sand shovel, a butter.fly 
net, a log cabin set and a lock.and chain for her bike. Mother 
had to buy a pillow, towels, and a gold ea¢le for the top of 
the flag. When they got home, Mother told Molly she had 
shopped very nicely because she had some money left. 

